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O U R MIS S ION
Brought to life in a land-locked state with dreams
of riding the waves of exploration, Current Creative
strives to do more than make family vacations a
reality. As a full-service advertising and public
relations agency, we specialize in creating content
that goes beyond the wishes and dreams and
thrives on the wonder of truly experiencing. As a
team of go-getters and dreamers, we do all that we
can to ensure that our client is not just satisfied but
enlightened to a world of possibilities. Producing
work that wows and concepts that excite is what
keeps us up at night and dreaming during the day.

OU R TE A M

BRYCE ALFORD
Media Planner

MEREDITH MAGEE
Account Executive

WILL POLK
Strategist
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MADDY PAYNE
Art Director
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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY
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Carnival Corporation has established itself as a well-known international
travel and vacation brand. Through secondary research, Current has
found that there is not the same level recognition for Carnival’s current
rewards programs. This creates a lack of use and appreciation for
rewards. Rewards programs in general struggle to remain top of mind and
important to consumers.
Current has been asked to create an awareness campaign that will
establish Ocean Rewards as more than a rewards program, but also as
an opportunity to get more out of your travels with Carnival Corporation.
Whether someone is browsing online or booking their next trip, they are
creating opportunities to experience the world like never before.
Through primary research, Current identified that we would need to create
a campaign that emotes what it means to not only travel with Carnival
but to get the most of our Carnival vacations. In addition, a strategic
media plan and creative activations would also be required to support the
goals and objectives we established for “Shop. Save. Experience more.”
campaign. By increasing brand metrics, familiarity and engagement,
Ocean Rewards will be able to establish strong emotional connections
with consumers nationwide.
The campaign will establish Ocean Rewards as a rewards program that
is emotionally and experientially based, a position that no other rewards
program is capable of executing.
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6

the
situation
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CARNIVAL CORPORATION & PLC.
P R O J E CT
OV E RV I E W
Carnival Corporation
just launched its first
multi-brand cruise
rewards program, Ocean
Rewards. The program
allows members to earn
points towards their
next vacation or shore
excursion by purchasing
items online.
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TH E
ASK
Create a strategic
campaign to position
Carnival Corporation’s
Ocean Rewards as
the best way to spend
your money while
earning points towards
your next vacation
and simultaneously
encouraging cruisers to
cruise every 19 months.

industry
The cruise industry is growing rapidly and there are currently over 50 cruise lines offering travel
globally. Cruises now offer a variety of entertainment options from broadway shows, bars and
dance clubs, kids clubs, on-board trivia and games plus exotic shore excursions. Cruises are
appealing to those looking to get a leisurely vacation while seeing the world.
According to the Cruise Line International Association (CLIA), in 2016 24.7 million people cruised
with the majority coming from the U.S. The average cost of a cruise per person is around $1,791
and the cruise industry is projected to earn about $126 billion worldwide.
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Being a part of the cruise market means competing with
a large number of lines, each with unique offerings and
destinations. Royal Caribbean and Carnival Corporation are
currently the two highest grossing cruise lines in the market
with Norwegian Cruise Line following shortly behind, as
shown by the graph which details share of market based on
revenue earned in 2018 to date.

market

PARENT

SHARE

PARENT

(all)

ALL OTHER

ALL OTHER

carnival

carnival

NORWEGIAN

NORWEGIAN

ROYAL CARIBBEAN

NET REVENUE

7 cruise lines
Over 160 destinations worldwide
Offers room service, exceptional guest service,
kids clubs, excursions, tour options, and
photography services.
Majority automatically enroll first time cruisers
at no additional cost. Rewards include exclusive
onboard events, discounts and priority booking.
The Royal Caribbean Visa Signature® Card allows
cardholders to earn 2 points per dollar spent
on qualifying cruise purchases with Royal
Caribbean International, Celebrity Cruises or
Azamara Club Cruises. Cardholders also earn
points by using the card anywhere that takes
Visa for 1 point per dollar spent.

$6,000 M
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REWARDS PROGRAM

ROYAL CARIBBEAN

CRUISE MARKET WATCH

M A R KET
OVE RV IE W

RC CL

$4,000 M

N CL H
REWARDS PROGRAM
3 cruise lines
Over 450 destinations worldwide
Offers luxury suites, private pools, personal
butlers, fine dining and sightseeing
excursions.
Majority automatically enroll first time
cruisers at no additional cost. Rewards
include exclusive onboard events, stateroom
upgrades, free wine in the room, priority
check-in and free services like garment
pressing on board.

$2,000 M
AVERAGE

$0 M

AVERAGE
0M

1M

2M

3M

4M

TOTAL PASSENGERS

5M

6M

SOURCE: CRUISE MARKET WATCH
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PUTTIN G OCE A N R E WA R D S O N T H E M AP
VAR IE T Y O F R ED EM P T IO N
O P T IO N S

M A NY WAY S TO E A R N

F E W WAY S TO E ARN

WE P L AN TO P U T OCEAN
REWARDS ON THE
MAP AND P OS ITION
IT AS THE #1 CRU IS E
REWARDS P ROG RAM

L IM I T ED R ED EM P T IO N
O P T IO N S
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CA R NI VA L COR PORAT I O N
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SW
O T

S

S TRE N GTHS

1.

Freedom to use points whenever and
however they choose.

2.

Ability to redeem points on Carnival
cruise lines that best reflect their own
interests.

3.
4.

No additional credit card debt or high
interest rate associated with
the program.

Each Ocean Rewards Point is
equal to $1.

WE AK N E SSE S

1.
2.
3.

Ocean Rewards online
marketplace is not top of mind.

W

Potential users are not able to
see the marketplace before they
sign up.

Difficult redemption process.
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O

O PPOR T U N I T I E S

1.
2.
3.
4.

Establish Ocean Rewards as
the premiere destination for
members to shop.
Differentiate as the most flexible
cruise rewards program.

Target younger cruisers with
disposable income.

Position Ocean Rewards as
an effortless way to
prioritize vacationing.

THREATS

1.
2.

Intense competition from the
range of options availble in the
travel industry.
Established online shopping
sites offer free shipping and a
wide variety of products.

T

KEY
INSIGHTS
• Many current cruise loyalty programs only offer rewards based on nights sailed and don’t allow members
to use their points across brands.
• Ocean Rewards USP is the diversity of different cruise lines it offers, each tailored to a different kind of
person.
• Cruisers appreciate being rewarded for their loyalty and value rewards points as money.
• The cruise line rewards industry is cluttered with complex programs and many restrictions on how to use
points.
• Through early primary research we learned that people want the best vacation for the lowest price with
little hassle.
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THE
target
audience
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BREAKDOWN

O F TA RGE T AUDIENCE
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CRUISERS

To define our target audience we used a
combination of information presented
in our briefing and data from Simmons,
MRI and CLIA reports. Most importantly,
our target audience is cruisers. Ocean
Rewards is a program for people who
love to cruise and want to cruise more
often. Demographically, our target
audience represents the average cruise
audience across all Carnival, Royal
Caribbean and Norwegian Cruise Lines.
These people are adults, age 35-65 with
a college education and a Household
Income of $50k or more.
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TH E
PEOPLE
22
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who are

thes e p eo p le?
In order to get to know our target audience
further, we turned to the VAL statements
produced by Simmons research. VAL statements
are statements that represent a target audiences
values, attitudes, and lifestyles. They help put
language to who our target audience is. These
statements are tested among 23,000 people.
We are able to narrow the results to our target
audience in order to learn more about them. The
numbers on the following slides are the indexes
for VAL statements we pulled. The higher the
number, the more true that statement is for our
target audience.
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m a ke i t happen

MARILYN

Marilyn is a hard working 57-year-old retired lawyer
turned non-profit president with little time for vacation
or free time, but highly values the time she does have to
get away. When she has a spare moment, Marilyn like to
sit down with a magazine and a glass of wine to unwind.
She enjoys reading the ads found in magazine and
uses magazines to guide what websites she visits (110).
When planning a vacation, Marilyn relies most on friends
recommendations but also like to find trips and activities
on magazines, realizing that she will spend most of her
time booking her vacation online (143). When Marilyn
does get online, it is to make a purchase (155) rather than
find more information about a product. Occasionally,
Marilyn will go to websites like Groupon and LivingSocial
to find or print coupons (141). When Marilyn doesn’t go to
friends for recommendation, she like to hear about new
products and services via email (124).
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BIG a dve n t ure

BILL

As a 54-year-old restaurant chain owner, Bill is always on
the hunt for something to do and likes to use websites
that show him local information (128) so he can find
activities and adventures to be apart of. When Bill is
looking to plan a vacation, he uses the internet for airline,
car and hotel information and bookings (208), realizing
that the internet has changed the way that he shops for
products and services (146), especially when it comes to
travel. Bill likes to use websites like TripAdvisor, Expedia
and Orbitz to help plan his vacations (154). Bill was very
excited to hear about Ocean Rewards and was one of the
first members to join the program. In general, Bill uses
the internet to find products he’s been wanting like golf
clubs or household items and really likes when websites
provide product suggestions based on what he has
looked at or purchased in the past (127). Bill not only uses
the internet for online shopping but also to find restaurant
reviews or make restaurant reservations (186). Thanks to
the ease and product availability, Bill does a lot more of
his shopping on the internet than before (146).
26

ta k e ti me

tammy
Tammy is a 48-year-old mom of two who likes to create
meaningful moments for her family. She wants to make
sure her kids are getting the most out of their trip, so she
values trying new things and learning about art, history
and culture. Tammy considers herself an intellectual and
wants to make sure her kids understand what it means to
experience new cultures.
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THE
RESEARCH
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PERSONAL
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12 I NTE RV I E WS
2 ETHNOGRAPHIES
FOC U S
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PART I CI PA N TS

PRIMARY
RESEARCH
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267

Q U AL I FI ED R ES P O ND ENTS
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QUANTITATIVE

QUA N TITA TIVE E X PL A N A TION
AND M E TH ODOL OGY
WHY

WHAT WE FOUND

As curious marketers we wanted to figure out what
aspects of cruising, shopping and rewards programs
most appealed to our target audience in order to better
inform the positioning of our creative message.

• The most enticing aspect of cruising is the all-inclusive
aspect or “unpack once” novelty
• Budget and Time are the two highest factors preventing
cruisers from returning
• Shore Excursions and On Board Extras ranked highest for
what people would spend extra money on if given the choice
• Cruisers are a part of more than one rewards program
• Rewards programs with easily reedemable points are most
appealing and annual fees are least appealing
• In regard to what people purchase online, Hotel Stay,
Tickets, Clothes and Accessories ranked highest
• Free shipping is the main factor when choosing an
online retailer
• Convenience is the driving factor for people to
shop online

what
We fielded a survey using the snowball methodolody on
social media platforms.

WHO
People age 35+ who have cruised before.

duration

SURVEYS
32

1 Week
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QUESTION 3

QUESTION 1

what is the most enticing aspect of cruising to you?

SELECT THE MAIN FACTOR THAT PREVENTS YOU FROM
CRUISING MORE OFTEN:

SAILING ON THE OCEAN

BUDGET

all inclusive aspects with dining and entertainment

TIME
PROXIMITY OF PORTS

MEETING NEW PEOPLE ON BOARD

PREFERENCE FOR OTHER TRAVEL

shore excursions
and beaches
(FILL IN BLANK)

0

20

OTHER (FILL IN BLANK)

40

60

80

100

120

0

number of responses

number of responses

FRIEND RECOMMENDATION

money off your next cruise

best price

drink packages

DESTINATIONS AVAILABLE

shore excursions

ship features

80

100

on-board merchandise

OTHER (FILL IN BLANK)
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60

if carnival corporation gave you $100 to spend on an
EXPERIENCE WHICH WOULD YOU BE MOST LIKELY TO SPEND IT ON:

WHAT WAS THE BIGGEST FACTOR IN CHOOSING YOUR CRUISE LINE?

number of responses

40

QUESTION 4

QUESTION 2

0

20

extra on-board experiences
20

40

60

80

100

SOURCE: CURRENT, 2018

0

number of responses

20

40

60

80

100
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QUESTION 5

QUESTION 7

HOW MANY REWARDS PROGRAMS ARE YOU CURRENTLY AN
ACTIVE MEMBER OF?

WHAT IS LEAST APPEALING ABOUT SIGNING UP FOR A REWARDS
PROGRAM?
ANNUAL FEES

1-2

COMPLICATED REDEMPTION PROCESS

3-5

LIMITED OPTIONS TO EARN POINTS

5+

RESTRICTIVE MEMBERSHIP QUALIFICATIONS

i am not a member of any rewards programs

0

20

40

60

80

100

number of responses

0

30

60

90

120

150

number of responses

QUESTION 6

QUESTION 8

WHAT IS MOST APPEALING IN A REWARDS PROGRAM?

WHICH PRODUCTS/EXPERIENCES WOULD YOU BE MOST LIKELY TO
PURCHASE ONLINE? select all that apply:

LOW ANNUAL FEES

HOTEL BOOKING
WINE

VARIETY OF WAYS TO EARN POINTS

TICKETS (THEME PARK, MOVIE AND CONCERTS)

VARIETY OF WAYS TO SPEND POINTS

clothes and accessories

POINTS ARE EASILY REDEEMABLE

FURNITURE

HIGH REWARDS POINT DOLLAR VALUE

GIFT CARDS

ELECTRONICS AND APPLIANCES
HOME IMPROVEMENT
I DO NOT SHOP ONLINE

0

10

number of responses
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20

30

40

50

60

70

80

0

50

100

150

200

250

number of responses
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Q U ANT ITAT IVE RESEARC H:

QUESTION 9

WHY DO YOU CHOOSE TO PURCHASE AN ITEM ONLINE VS. IN
THE STORE?

TAKEAWAYS

IT’S EASIER TO BROWSE
CONVENIENCE
I FIND THE BEST PRICE
I CAN FIND UNIQUE ITEMS
I DO NOT PURCHASE ITEMS ONLINE

0

30

60

90

120

150

number of responses

QUESTION 10

WHICH FACTOR IS MOST IMPORTANT WHEN CHOOSING BETWEEN
ONLINE RETAILERS?

• Rewards programs that are less complicated and don’t cost additional funds are
most appealing.

free shipping
fast delivery

• Convenience and free shipping influence where cruisers shop online. They mostly
shop for travel related purchases, clothes and accessories.

variety of products
frequent shopper benefits

0

50

• Budget and time keep people from cruising more often but given the option people
would rather use extra money to enhance their cruise with excursions and on-board
extras rather than take money off the final total.

100

150

200

number of responses
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qualitative
RESEARCH
FOC US GROUPS
ONE-ON-ONES
ETHNOGRA PHIES
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FOCUS GROUPS

Q U ALITA T I V E E X PL A N A T I O N
AN D ME T H O D O L O GY
WHY

WHo

We wanted to get more in depth answers about the
attitudes of our TA, and further understand the mindsets
people have about cruising, rewards programs, and
online shopping through a combination of focus groups
conducted through phone conversations and Facebook
Messenger.

Cruisers 35+ only

WHAT WE found
• Cruisers often use travel websites and work with travel
agents in order to plan out cruises
• Amazon is the main online shopping source for most
cruisers interviewed
• Those interviewed are members of multiple rewards
programs across different industries
• Cruisers tend to enjoy and prefer vacations that are
longer than one week

41

FOC U S GR OU P

FO CUS G ROUP

KE Y R E S P O N SE S

K EY RE SPO N SE S

“Describe your ideal vacation”

“what are your opinions on cruising? have you cruised?”

“Going to a place where I/we will create memories. Vacations for me need to be easy, fun and relaxing.” -Female, 39

“I love cruising. I love how you can see so many places in such short time.” -Female, 43

“Time on vacation is a huge priority for me. The 7-day vacations are the perfect length.” -Female, 38

“It’s like a floating hotel. One of the best things is not having to pack and unpack every night.” -Male, 56

“My ideal vacation is 2-3 weeks long. I love cruising and if we do go on a cruise it’s best to always have a veranda on our ship.” -Female, 41

“It’s easy. Pretty much all the planning is done ahead of time, so when vacation comes, you just follow the schedule you laid out beforehand.”
-Female, 38

“How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination?”
“I search lots of travel websites and also travel message boards for recommendations. I like the message boards because people describe their vacations/hotels/excursions in every little detail to help decide what to do.” -Female, 47
“Usually we sit around the table and think about what would be fun to do. Then we get on the internet and explore. We trust the internet info because
Google seems to have access to everything.” -Female, 52

“WHAT WEBSITE DO YOU USE PRIMARILY FOR ONLINE SHOPPING?”
“For trips, Expedia. For personal items, Amazon, Ebay. I like the ease of use.” -Male, 49
“Amazon. The variety that you have to choose from (draws me to this website).” -Female, 36
“Amazon is so darn easy to source darn near everything.” -Female, 52

“We like adventure. So places we haven't been before. I try to look for things that will be fun and try to convince everyone else that they will be fun.”
-Male, 47
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43

FOC U S GR OU P

KE Y R E S P O NSE S
“WHAT ARE YOUR INITIAL THOUGHTS ON REWARDS AND LOYALTY PROGRAMS?”
“I think they’re a good thing. But I’m not gonna use them if they’re difficult to understand.” -Female, 54
“Definitely interested. Spending money while saving money is a good thing.” -Male, 49

QUAL ITATIVE FOCUS GROUP:

TAKEAWAYS

• Word of mouth is very influential in the travel decision making process, be it through the
internet or recommendations from trusted friends and family.

“They’re good if they are simple and can be value-added. (I like my programs because) they’re easy to earn, track and redeem points.” -Male, 54

• Variety in online shopping is very important to the target market.
“DOES A PROGRAM LIKE OCEAN REWARDS INTEREST YOU? WHY OR WHY NOT?”
“Probably. I like that you can buy everyday items and you can get cruise rewards, it’s amazing how fast that stuff adds up.” -Female, 39
“No, I wouldn’t pay to join a rewards program.” -Female, 47
“It was easy enough to understand, but learning how to actually purchase something was a challenge. With other programs it’s very clear where I go
to shop. I hit the shop button but I was never sure where I was going. I was on my phone, but the computer is the same way.” -Male, 54
“Sure! I like that you get a discount and points never expire!” -Female, 51

• Rewards programs are most valuable when they are easy to use and understand, and
provide tangible benefits to those enrolled in them.
• The points earnable by and everyday products offered by Ocean Rewards are intriguing
to cruisers, but the interface can be a bit confusing.

“Yes, to a degree. It would have to be geezer friendly. I AM NOT A Millennial!” -Female, 52

44
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ONE-ON-ONES

QUA LI TA TI VE EXP LANATION
A N D ME THODOLOGY
WHY

WHAT WE FOUND

We wanted to know why Carnival Corp. lines specifically,
how they use rewards and initial opinions of Ocean
Rewards/thoughts through a combination of interviews
conducted through Facebook Messenger and over the
phone.

• Carnival cruisers love the value offered by the lower
price and activities on board Carnival ships, and for the
casual nature of life aboard
• Respondents chose cruising because of the “one stop”
aspect of it, the open and accepting community on the
ships, and for being able to plan it ahead of time
• Respondents are not displeased as a whole with current
Carnival rewards programs, but believe there is room for
improvement
• Respondents were mixed on the prospect of Ocean
Rewards

WHO
Carnival cruisers, 35+ only

O N E-ON-ONES
KEY R E S PO N SE S

“WHY DID YOU CHOOSE CRUISING OVER OTHER VACATIONS?”
“I love the idea of being mobile
on a trip, and seeing several
different places in one trip.”
-Male, 57
“It’s a 1 stop shop. Unpack only
once visit different countries
all in same trip!”
-Male, 42

“I like the fact that I don’t
have to cook or clean. (Or
drive or fly). I like the ability
to see different countries
(on a budget). I can plan
ahead. Book the cruise then
pay it out.. I can vacation
with friends and meet new
friends that enjoy cruising too!
Some call it addiction. I call it
vacation. LOL.”
-Female, 60

“You can do a lot with it. Even
having been to Hawaii and
other places, I felt that the
money spent went farther.”
-Female, 48
“I always thought ‘no way I’m
getting on there and being
stuck on a boat’ but now, it’s
become my favorite mode of
vacation because you only
unpack once and spend time
in various places.”
-Male, 54

“See a lot more places than
just one with family! We went
first time for 10yr anv no kids!
We where hooked I love water
and beaches hubs just likes
that we get to turn off and
relax!”
-Female, 56

Q U A L I TA T I V E RE S E A RC H
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O N E-ON-ONES

ONE - O N - O N E S

KEY R E S PO N SE S

K E Y R E S P O NSE S

“WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE THING ABOUT
CRUISING WITH CARNIVAL?/ /what is your
least favorite?/why did you choose
carnival over others?”
“The level of service, whether
you’re on a higher or lower
level deck, is top notch.”
-Female, 48
“(Because of the lower price)
It attracts a different level of
adventurer.”
-Female, 48

48

“At first it was price! We stay with
them because they don’t require
reservations for shows and it’s
kind of a working mans cruise
line! We like to dress up but NOT
on vacation we want to be around
others our age and class if you
know what I mean? We don’t
want a bunch of uptight old folks
looking down on us we r there to
have fun and relax.”
-Female, 53

“DESCRIBE THE COMMUNITY YOU FEEL ON
A CARNIVAL CRUISE.”
“It’s truly amazing. It’s the one
place where I feel that race
and ethnic background do not
matter. Once you set foot on a
ship, everyone is welcoming
and friendly to each other (my
experience), because we are all
relaxed and want to enjoy our
vacation. I have made friends that
I keep in contact with via social
media from around the US.”
-Female, 40

“We started cruising with
friends, but it’s very easy to
meet new people on the ships
as well.”
-Male, 57

QU A L I TA T I V E R E S E A R C H

“ARE YOU A PART OF ANY CARNIVAL CORP. REWARDS or LOYALTY PROGRAMS?/
what do you think could be better about the rewards process?”
“My favorite would have to
be the priority embarkation
and debarkation along with
the platinum/diamond party
(FREE DRINKS). My least
favorite would probably be the
chocolate delight...however, I
would like the “perk” of having
a choice of items.”
-Female, 53

“I’m at Gold level. We get a
free water and a drink coupon.
Usually forget to use the drink
coupon because there are
limitations on when/where
you can use it. Not many perks
for gold level. That would be
my least favorite thing about
it.”
-Female, 40

Q U A L I TA T I V E RE S E A RC H
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ONE - O N - ON E S

QU A LI TAT I VE O N E- O N - O N ES :

K E Y RE S P O NSE S

“DID YOU KNOW CARNIVAL RECENTLY UNVEILED A MULTI-CRUISE LINE REWARDS
PROGRAM, OCEAN REWARDS? LOOKING AT THE WEBSITE, WOULD YOU BE
INTERESTED IN THIS PROGRAM?

“I’m excited about the fact that
it helps speed up the process
of cruising. Any of these online
shopping programs that
introduce you to new products
but makes them more enticing
is interesting.”
-Female, 48

“I honestly don't think it would
be something that I would
benefit from since I don't
necessarily cruise every year.
For us it depends on what
sales on going on and what
we might be celebrating.”
-Female, 56

“(I would be most excited to
use my points to) cut the cost
on on Carnival, but it would
be really interesting to try out
Princess or Holland America.”
-Male, 54

TAKEAWAYS

• Carnival cruisers love the casual and laid back nature of the cruise line, along with the
lower price point and the accepting and social community fostered on board.
• Avid Carnival cruisers understand the added convenience of some of the perks offered,
but they believe current rewards programs have untapped potential.
• Ocean Rewards most excites Carnival cruisers with the prospect of improving their
cruising experience, but only for those who cruise enough (more than once a year) to
makeit worthwhile.

QU A L I TA T I V E R E S E A R C H
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ETHNOGRAPHY

QUA LI TA TI VE EXP LANATION
A N D ME THODOLOGY

TAKEAWAYS

HOW

WHY

Ehtnographers asked participants to be membres
of Ocean Rewards for the day. Each particpant was
given a budget of $200 to spend as they wished on
the marketplace. Ethnographers studied and anaylzed
participants over Facetime.

Gain a deeper and firsthand understanding of the
shopping processes followed and mindsets of target on
online shopping/rewards program. We wanted to learn
how they use the Ocean Rewards website, whether it was
user friendly, what they would purchase if given $200
and what cruise line they would choose. What they spent
the most time looking at and what they would use there
points towards. Conducted by observing the use of the
Ocean Rewards website and noting any comments on
the process.

• Those viewed liked that the website had price comparisons, and that the comparisons were
generally favorable.

WHO

• The Ocean Rewards marketplace could be a very successful gifting platform.

WHAT WE FOUND
• Some minor issues with website UI
• Those viewed were overall impressed with the website
• Some items offered on the marketplace are ones that
the target “wouldn’t buy online” and would prefer to go in
store to purchase, such as golf clubs and other sporting
goods
• Several positive comments were made about the gifting
prospects offered by the Ocean Rewards marketplace
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Q UA L ITA T IV E E T H N OG R A P H Y:

Frequent cruisers, 35+ only

• Those viewed would either use their Ocean Rewards points to take off of the total price of a more
expensive cruise (Seabourn), or would use for an enhancing experience (spa package).
• While they found the website impressive, the program is best targeted at returning Carnival
cruisers.

• The Ocean Rewards website could be tailored and improved in order to offer a more
accessible UX.
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OV E R A LL

TA K E A WAYS

The points earnable by and everyday products
ordered by Ocean Rewards are intriguing to
cruisers, but the interface can be a
bit confusing.
Ocean Rewards would be most valuable
to cruisers if it offers ease of use along
with products they want and are willing to
purchase online.
Ocean Rewards would be best used as a means
of enhancing the cruising experience, through
purchase of add ons such as drink packages,
spa packages, or excursions.
The Ocean Rewards online marketplace has
untapped potential as a destination for
gift giving.
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Use creative to communicate that Ocean Rewards is adding onto the ideal cruise experience and
improving it.
Work on making the UI of the Ocean Rewards online experience more accessible to those in the
target market, as there were some complaints about the current structure
Target existing and/or returning Carnival cruisers with Ocean Rewards creative, as the program is
best suited for those who already have interest in Carnival Corporation’s cruise lines
Highlight the differences between Ocean Rewards and existing Carnival Corporation rewards/
loyalty programs

REC OMME N DATI ON S

A F T ER RESEARC H
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THE
strategy

57

Establish Ocean
Rewards as

the premier
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OUR
GOAL

cruise rewards
program and

a necessity
for frequent

O BJECTIVE 1
RAISE AWARENESS OF OCEAN REWARDS AMONG CARNIVAL CRUISERS BY 15%
BY END OF FY20.
S trategy

S trategy

S trategy

Incorporate Ocean
Rewards into pre-cruise,
on-board and post cruise
collateral to inform
current cruisers about the
program.

Leverage Carnival
Corporation database
to promote Ocean
Rewards to past
cruisers.

Target frequent cruisers of
Carnival Corporation and
loyalty program members
of competing cruise lines.

1

2

3

cruisers.
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OBJ ECT IV E 2

O BJECTIVE 3

INCREASE MEMBER SIGN-UPS BY 500,000 IN FY20.

RAISE AVERAGE NUMBER OF PURCHASES BY MEMBERS TO 10 TRANSACTIONS
IN FY20.

S t r ate gy

St r at e gy

Strategy

S trategy

S trategy

S trategy

Utilize the on-board
experience to encourage
cruisers to sign up for
Ocean Rewards.

Promote current sign
up offers to incentivize
sign ups and prompt
urgency.

Use increased online
presence to simplify sign
up process.

Flight relevant creative
deliverables during key
gifting periods to prompt
members to gift through
Ocean Rewards.

Create a better
personalized online
shopping experience.

Redirect members
shopping on competitors
websites to purchase
products through Ocean
Rewards.

1
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2

3

1

2

3
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TH E
CREATIV E
BRIEF
62

63

CAMPAI GN

OVERVIEW
Carnival Corporation is introducing Ocean
Rewards as the rewards program that
makes saving for your next vacation
effortless. In order to position Ocean
Rewards as more than a rewards program
and more than an online shopping
destination, Current’s creative concept
is built on the emotion that goes with
cruising and the ease of online shopping.
Using our goals, objectives and strategies
as guides, we will be able to create lasting
connections with future Ocean Rewards
members through this creative concept.
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KEY
IN SIGH T
C OM M UNICA TI O N
OB JE C T IV E
Create awareness and
excitement for Ocean
Rewards and establish it
as the premier rewards
program for frequent
cruisers age 45+ with a
HHI 50k+.
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People desire
exceptional
experiences but feel
like they are out of
reach due to finances,
resources and
availability.

MAI N
STRATEGY
To convince frequent cruisers age 35+ with
a HHI 50k+
To enroll in Ocean Rewards
Instead of other travel reward programs
Because Ocean Rewards allows members
to start saving in order have bigger and
better experiences on their next vacation.

FROM

TO

OCEAN REWARDS
IS JUST ANOTHER
TRAVEL REWARDS
PROGRAM.

OCEAN REWARDS IS THE
MOST EFFECTIVE WAY TO GET
MORE OUT OF YOUR NEXT
VACATION.
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MAIN MESSAGE
O C E AN R E WAR D S T U R NS E V E RYDAY O NL I NE SHO P P I NG I NT O AN O P P O R T U NI T Y T O
A C C E SS T HE WO R L D T HR O U G H YO U R NE X T C AR NI VAL C O R P O R AT I O N VAC AT I O N.

TONE & MANNER
Upbeat, enchanting, honest, motivating

SUCCESS METRICS
• Measure for member sign ups against 500,000 mark at the end of FY20.
• Conduct quantitative and qualitative research to survey Carnival Corp cruisers in the
database about brand sentiment and awareness before the campaign and after to determine
awareness lift.
• Monitor social media conversation with Carnival’s listening software to measure
engagement levels.
• Monitor average number of sales by members in FY20 before and after the campaign.
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TH E
CONCEPT
70

71

Cruising is an opportunity to do more than see the world, it is the
chance to live in a world different than your own.

EXPERIENCE

MORE
72

Through your everyday online purchases, Ocean Rewards not only
makes cruising more attainable, it makes becoming a global citizen
a reality. Having more opportunities to connect with people, enjoy
exceptional food and have top notch experiences while cruising can
be difficult to find. With Ocean Rewards, creating your ideal cruise
experience is as simple as making your online purchases and earning
rewards from them. Ocean Rewards makes the most exceptional
travel journeys your smartest online purchase yet.
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TH E
MEDIA PLAN
74
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OVERVIEW

MEDIA CONSUMPTION

Carnival Corporation just launched its first multi-brand cruise rewards program, Ocean Rewards. The program allows
members to earn points towards their next vacation or shore excursion by purchasing items online.

Convey the many advantages of Ocean Rewards and encourage possible members to click to learn more. Once
a someone becomes a member remind them to use their account to shop and earn points through strategically
targeting them with relevant messages.

THE PLAN

Our media plan will use a mix of digital media and traditional media to reach our target. Our focus will be on digital
ad placements as Ocean Rewards is a program that lives online, making context key. We also plan to take advantage
of Carnival Corporation’s unique content platform, OceanView, to make the most of our budget.
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Medium
Radio

Heavy
Magazine

INDEX

THE CHALLENGE
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SOURCE: MRI, 2017
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SEASONALITY
REVIEW OF TARGET AUDIENCE
Most importantly, our target audience is cruisers. Ocean Rewards
is a program for people who love to cruise and want to cruise
more often, making it crucial that they are aware of this program.
Through our research in MRI and from sources like the CLIA we have
identified a more specific target within our broad target of cruisers.
We will be specifically focusing on Adults, Age 35-64 with a college
education and a HHI of $50K+. Additionally, we plan on reaching
a secondary target audience of Ocean Rewards members to help
encourage continued use of the program throughout the year.
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We will use a continuous timing
strategy for our campaign to
encourage year-round use of
Ocean Rewards while heavying up
during peak travel times and key
gifting periods.

make it
happen
marilyn

BIG
ADVENTURE
BILL

take time
tammy

COMMUNICATION
GOALS
We plan to reach 75% of our primary
target audience 3+ times and our
secondary audience of Ocean Rewards
members 6+ times over the course
of FY20.
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To launch our campaign, we plan on mailing
activations with information on Ocean
Rewards to loyal Carnival Corporation
cruisers. Our research in MRI and Simmons
found that this target enjoys receiving mail
from brands they love, making this a great
opportunity to let them know about Ocean
Rewards.

Planned Units: 1,300,000
Total Spend: $650,000
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M E DI A
S TR AT EGI ES

D I RECT M AI L

SOCIA L ME D IA
Our social media placements will help to
build awareness and drive online shoppers
to Ocean Rewards. Our Target Audience
frequently uses Facebook and Pinterest.
We plan on driving traffic to Ocean Rewards
from these sites by targeting in-market
cruisers.

Planned Units: 60,000,000
Total Spend: $568,080
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We plan on spending a large amount of our
media dollars on programmatic display ad
impressions on a number of travel websites
that indexed high in our research. Along
with travel websites, we also plan on placing
ads on deal websites like Groupon and
Living Social. All of our ads will be targeted
to people who are in-market travelers who
have shown an interest in cruising or have
been on a Carnival Corporation Cruise in the
last year. Placing our ads on these websites
gives them a great space to live contextually,
making them more impactful and relevant.

Planned Units: 320,000,000
Total Spend: $2,560,000

PRO G RA M M A T I C
82

M AGAZI NES
Our target audience loves travel magazines.
To reach cruisers and those that love
to travel, we plan to have a consistent
presence in two of the top travel magazines
throughout the year. These ads will run in
both the print and digital versions of the
magazines to help drive readers to the
Ocean Rewards website.
Travel + Leisure and National Geographic
Traveler have a combined circulation of
1,524,266.

Total Spend: $1,170,950
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To take advantage of the content properties
Carnival Corporation has already created, we
plan to integrate Ocean Rewards into two
of their premiere programs. Integrating into
these shows provides Ocean Rewards the
unique opportunity to leverage recognizable
talent and award-winning programming
with little to no cost to Ocean Rewards.
These shows air on network TV and are
then uploaded to Carnival’s own OceanView
app, making the content rewatchable
and easily shareable among cruisers. Our
integration into both shows will feature 1-2
minute vignettes featuring Jeff Corwin and
Josh Garcia redeeming their own Ocean
Rewards points on exciting excursions and
experiences in each port they visit. We will
be featured in Ocean Treks during Seasons 4
and 5, and Season 4 of The Voyager.

O C EAN VIEW

CONTENT INTEGRATION
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THE
BUDGET
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$5 Million Budget
$650,000

Research
$50,000
direct mail
$650,000

$50,000
1.0% $560,000

13.1%

11.1%

$2,560,000

Social
$560,000

23.2%

Programmatic
$2,560,000
Magazines
$1,170,950
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51.5%

$1,170,950

A majority of our 5 Million dollar budget is spent on digital
programmatic ad placements to ensure that we are
directly and effectively targeting interested cruisers and
current members of Ocean Rewards. We are spending 23%
of our budget on ads in travel magazines to reach a wide
audience of people who are passionate about travel in a
relevant context. 13% of our budget is directed toward our
direct mail campaign to reach recent Carnival Corporation
cruisers. The remainder of our budget will be spent on
social media ad units on Pinterest and Facebook.
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$10 Million Budget

$1,000,000

Paid Search
$1,000,000

For our added value media plan, we increased our number
of programmatic and social impressions, increased our
presence in Travel+Leisure to be in the magazine yearround, added a second phase to our direct-mail campaign
and allocated 10% of our budget to a paid search to help
drive traffic to Ocean Rewards from Google.

Programmatic
$4,400,000

$1,429,950
14.0%

Magazines
$1,429,950

44.0%
14.0%

Social
$1,808,740
Direct Mail
$1,300,000
RESEARCH
$50,000
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10.0%

$4,400,000

18.0%

$1,300,000

$1,808,740
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THE
activations

93

CREATIVE ASSETS
PROGRAMMATIC
direct mail
ONBOARD COLLATERAL
SOCIAL
PAID SEARCH
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PROGRAMMATIC:
OUR REASONING

BANNER
ADS
GIFS
GET people to sign up

When trying to reach our audience, we found
it would be best to place Ocean Rewards ads
in front of them when they were browsing
for travel or travel related sites. Our target
audience is exposed to banner ads and display
ads very frequently, having an index of 143 on
Simmons Research.
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BANNER
ADS
GIFS
GET people to sign up
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BANNER
ADS
GIFS
GET people to sign up
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BANNER
ADS
gIFS
GET people to sign up

BANNER
ADS
get people to buy through ocean rewards
SAVE
UP TO
25% ON
TRAVEL
PURCHASES.

SHOP GREAT HOTELS.
SAVE 25% BACK.
EXPERIENCE MORE
WITH OCEAN REWARDS.

EXPERIENCE
MORE
TM

O CEANR EWAR D S. CO M

SHOP NOW

EXPERIENCE
MORE
OCEANREWARDS.COM

SHOP NOW

100

101

BANNER
ADS
get people to buy through ocean rewards
A NEW
WINE CLUB
MEMBERSHIP
THAT
GIVES YOU
25% BACK.

25% BACK ON
HOTELS AND RESORTS.
START PAYING FOR
YOUR NEXT VACATION.

EXPERIENCE
MORE
TM

O C E A NR E WA R D S . C O M

LEARN MORE

EXPERIENCE
MORE
TM

OC E A NRE WA RDS .C OM

LEARN MORE
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DIRECT MAIL:
OUR REASONING
While digital may be becoming more and
more popular for advertisers, we found that
hand held direct mail can be just as effective
for the target audience. They like to get mail
from brands they like (118) which means that
postcards and pamphlets are a great way to
inform our target audience.
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launch
mail
explaining the program

104

launch
mail
explaining the program
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launch
mail
explaining the program

REMINDER
mail
sent during peak travel seasons
Cruising is an opportunity to do
more than see the world, it is the
chance to live in a world different
than your own. Ocean Rewards is
the perfect rewards program to
make your dream travels a reality.
With a marketplace of thousands
of products you can earn up 25%
back on, the world is your oyster.

To

Learn more at oceanrewards.com
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REMINDER
mail
sent during peak travel seasons
Cruising is an opportunity to do
more than see the world, it is the
chance to live in a world different
than your own. Ocean Rewards is
the perfect rewards program to
make your dream travels a reality.
With a marketplace of thousands
of products you can earn up 25%
back on, the world is your oyster.
Learn more at oceanrewards.com
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onboard collateral:
To

OUR REASONING

Targeting people onboard is an efficient and
hand-ons tactic to talk to people and show
them first hand what Ocean Rewards is about.
With a variety of on-board activations, cruisers
will not only learn about the program but be
regularly reminded of its offers and rewards
throughout their cruise.
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DOOR TAG

110

VIDEO

111

112

113

merch stand

114

115

keycard
HOLDER AND FRONT

116

keycard
BACK

117

EMAILS
LAUCH EMAIL

EMAILS
post purchase

Ocean Rewards: Sign Up Today

Ocean Rewards: Redeem Points Today

Carnival Corporation & PLC <oceanrewards@carnival.com> unsubscribe

Carnival Corporation & PLC <oceanrewards@carnival.com> unsubscribe

$1

$1

1

=
$1

1
OCEAN POINT

=

1
OCEAN POINT

=

1
OCEAN POINT

=

With cruising the possibilities are endless. With Ocean Rwards the experience is unmatched. With thousands of your
favorite products and price match guarantee, building up rewards is easy. Using those rewards is fun. Upgrading your
room, buying a drink package, tickets to a show or even your entire vation. Head over to oceanrewards.com to learn
how you can experience more with Ocean Rewards.

Cruising not only allows you to see the world, it allows to create an unforgettable experience. Ocean Rewards is the
perfect way to ensure you and your family are getting the most out of your experience. With up to 25% back on every
purchase, points that never expire and price match guarantee, vacation changing rewards are just a click away. Head
over to oceanrewards.com to learn how you can experience more with Ocean Rewards.

Cruising not only allows you to see the world, it allows to create an unforgettable experience. Ocean Rewards is the
perfect way to ensure you and your family are getting the most out of your experience. With up to 25% back on every
purchase, points that never expire and price match guarantee, vacation changing rewards are just a click away. Head
over to oceanrewards.com to learn how you can experience more with Ocean Rewards.
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$1

OCEAN POINT

With cruising the possibilities are endless. With Ocean Rwards the experience is unmatched. With thousands of your
favorite products and price match guarantee, building up rewards is easy. Using those rewards is fun. Upgrading your
room, buying a drink package, tickets to a show or even your entire vation. Head over to oceanrewards.com to learn
how you can experience more with Ocean Rewards.
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magazine
FULL PAGE

EMAILS
after cruise reminder
Ocean Rewards: Adventure is out there
Carnival Corporation & PLC <oceanrewards@carnival.com> unsubscribe

$1

$1

1
OCEAN POINT

=

1
OCEAN POINT

SHOP.
SAVE.
EXPERIENCE
MORE.

=

Traveling the world is an experience you will never forget, but it’s time to get more out of your vacation with Ocean
Rewards. With endless opportunities to earn and redeem rewards, your next vacation will be better than your last with
more experiences to indulge on. From upgraded rooms to paying for your entire cruise, it’s time to experience more
with Ocean Rewards.

Traveling the world is an experience you will never forget, but it’s time to get more out of your vacation with Ocean
Rewards. With endless opportunities to earn and redeem rewards, your next vacation will be better than your last with
more experiences to indulge on. From upgraded rooms to paying for your entire cruise, it’s time to experience more
with Ocean Rewards.
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Members only online shopping experience
where members can earn up to 25% cash
back in Ocean Points on purchases.
LEAR N MO R E AT O CEANR EWAR D S.CO M
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magazine
half page
SHO P.
SAVE.
EXPER IENCE
M O R E.

SH OP.
SAVE.
EX PERIEN CE
MORE.

Members only online shopping
experience where members can
earn up to 25% cash back in
Ocean Points on purchases.
L E A R N M O R E AT O C E A NR E WA R D S . C O M

L E A RN M ORE AT OC E A NRE WA RDS . C OM
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social:
OUR REASONING

FACEBOOK
carousel ad

As the world is becoming increasing digital, it
is vital to display ads on social media sites that
educate and remind followers about Ocean
Rewards. With a target audience that uses
Facebook (118) and Pinterest (149) regularly we
plan to show them high quality ads that drive
them to the website.
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FACEBOOK
carousel ad
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FACEBOOK
link posts
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Pinterest
SH OP.
SAV E.
EX PERIEN CE
M ORE.
oceanrewards.com

SHOP.
SAVE.
EXPERIENCE
MORE.
oceanrewards.com

oceanrewards.com
Experience more on your vacation
with Ocean Rewards.
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oceanrewards.com
Get more out of every purchase and
every experience.
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chrome extension:

CHROME EXTENSION

OUR REASONING

Keeping current members engaged and actively
shopping on OceanRewards.com is a big priority in
the success of the program. In order to stay ahead of
our competitors and remind our members to use the
website for all their applicable online purchases we
are recommending a Chrome Extension that notifies
members shopping on competitor websites if the
product is available through Ocean Rewards. With this
extension members will always know when Ocean
Rewards points can be earned and can see the price
comparison while shopping on competitors websites.
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PAID SEARCH:
OUR REASONING
Staying top of mind and top of site is very
important in order to bring in new members
and remind current members. Paid search
allows us to do just that. Our target audience is
a group of people that frequently uses a search
engine in the last 7 days (162), making paid
search ideal.
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PAID SEARCH
Ad www.oceanrewards.com
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campaign follow-up
& tracking
For tracking programmatic and social following, the first quarter media flight we will track clickthrough rate and conversions and optimize creative where needed.
In order to determine leads from print media and direct mail we will utilize a unique web address
url per publication to track conversions based on print specifically.
In order to monitor brand awareness and engagement lifts we will do the following:

• Measure for member sign ups against 500,000 mark at the end of FY20.
• Conduct quantitative and qualitative research to survey Carnival Corp cruisers in the database about brand
sentiment and awareness before the campaign and after to determine awareness lift.
• Monitor social media conversation with Carnival Corporation’s listening software to measure
engagement levels.
• Monitor average number of sales by members in FY20 before and after the campaign.
134

THANK
YOU
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SOURCES
https://cruising.org/docs/default-source/research/clia_sotci_preso_2018_061218.pdf?sfvrsn=2
https://www.cruisemarketwatch.com/home/financial-breakdown-of-typical-cruiser/
https://www.ustravel.org/system/files/media_root/document/Research_Fact-Sheet_US-Traveland-Tourism-Overview.pdf
https://www.travelandleisure.com/articles/fortune-500-list-travel-companies
http://time.com/money/4695479/best-us-airlines-2017/
https://www.lasvegas4newbies.com/chap2-2.html
http://www.carnivalcorp.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=200767&p=irol-prlanding
http://advantage.marketline.com.ezproxy.lib.ou.edu/Product?ptype=Companies&pid=71A9F2DC-63D3-45CB-BD9C-ED791A7AEBAF
http://advantage.marketline.com.ezproxy.lib.ou.edu/Product?ptype=Companies&pid=96C739DDF700-4B6A-9443-2D3625A255BB
https://www.forbes.com/sites/marymeehan/2018/03/27/dont-mistake-habit-for-loyalty-5-trendsdriving-loyalty-programs-that-create-customers-for-life/#299ee9d6256b
https://www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/
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SOURCES
http://advantage.marketline.com.ezproxy.lib.ou.edu/Product?pid=71A9F2DC-63D3-45CB-BD9C-ED791A7AEBAF&view=SWOTAnalysis
http://clients1.ibisworld.com.ezproxy.lib.ou.edu/reports/us/industry/majorcompanies.aspx?entid=1138#OC
http://www.carnivalcorp.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=200767&p=irol-prlanding
https://www.carnival.com/cruise-deals/vifp-club.aspx
https://www.hollandamerica.com/en_US/why-we-sail.html
https://www.seabourn.com/seabourn-difference
https://book.princess.com/captaincircle/myPrincess.page
https://www.cunard.com/cunard-experience/why-cunard/white-star-service/
https://www.costacruises.com/costa-club.html
https://www.cunard.com/already-booked/cunard-world-club/world-club-sign-in-register/
https://trademarks.justia.com/878/25/ocean-87825654.html
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SOURCES
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/personal-finance/012815/how-amazoncom-credit-card-works.asp
https://travel.usnews.com/rankings/travel-rewards/airline-rewards/american-airlines-aadvantage/
https://travel.usnews.com/rankings/travel-rewards/hotel-rewards/hilton-honors-points/
http://web.b.ebscohost.com.ezproxy.lib.ou.edu/ehost/detail/detail?vid=6&sid=cde60910-ae35-45f6-bcda-8d8537eea44d%40pdc-v-sessmgr03&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWhvc3QtbGl2ZQ%3d%3d#AN=128225026&db=bsh
MRI 2017 Doublebase
2016 Redbooks
https://cruising.org/docs/default-source/research/clia_sotci_preso_2018_061218.pdf?sfvrsn=2
https://www.forbes.com/sites/marymeehan/2018/03/27/dont-mistake-habit-for-loyalty-5-trendsdriving-loyalty-programs-that-create-customers-for-life/#299ee9d6256b
https://www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/
MRI 2017 Doublebase
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RESEARCH
appendix
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A PPE N D I X

A P P ENDIX

FO CUS GROUP

F O C U S GR O U P

field		

minimum		

maximum		

mean

std deviation

variance

count

field		

WHAT IS THE MOST ENTICING
ASPECT OF CRUISING TO YOU?

1.00

4.00

2.64

1.15

1.33

259

SELECT THE MAIN FACTOR THAT 1.00
PREVENTS YOU FROM CRUISING
MORE OFTEN:

field		

140

minimum		

what was the biggest factor 1.00
in choosing your cruise line?

minimum		

maximum		

mean

std deviation

variance

count

5.00

2.41

1.34

1.79

259

maximum		

mean

std deviation

variance

count

field		

minimum		

maximum		

mean

std deviation

variance

count

5.00

2.74

1.10

1.21

259

if carnival corp. gave you $100 to spend
on an experience which would you be
most likelty to spend it on:

1.00

5.00

3.12

1.41

1.99

259
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A PPE N D I X

A P P ENDIX

FO CUS GROUP

F O C U S GR O U P

field		

minimum		

HOW MANY REWARDS PROGRAMS 1.00
ARE YOU CURRENTLY AN ACTIVE
MEMBER OF?

142

maximum		

mean

std deviation

variance

count

field		

minimum		

maximum		

mean

std deviation

variance

count

4.00

2.10

1.09

1.19

259

WHAT IS LEAST APPEALING
ABOUT SIGNING UP FOR A
REWARDS PROGRAM?

1.00

4.00

1.76

1.34

0.96

259

field		

minimum		

maximum		

mean

std deviation

variance

count

WHAT IS MOST APPEALING IN A
REWARDS PROGRAM?

1.00

5.00

3.42

1.28

1.63

259
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FO CUS GROUP

field		

minimum		

WHY DO YOU CHOOSE TO
1.00
PURCHASE AN ITEM ONLINE VS. IN
THE SOTRE?

maximum		

mean

std deviation

variance

count

5.00

2.23

0.93

0.87

259

Female, Age 50
Do you consent to be a part of this study? Please answer yes or no. YES
What is your age? 50
Describe your ideal vacation? Somewhat of an itinerary, but fun and relaxing.
B. What factors are most important in your ideal vacation? (Time on
vacation, accommodations, luxury, getting a deal etc.) I enjoy higher end
accommodations. I will spend more to have a great place to stay. I don’t like
to be away for more than 4 days.
C. Who do you prefer to vacation with? Husband. Daughter, Friends!
2. How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination? What
sources do you use? (Travel websites, Travel shows, friend recommendations, etc.) Mostly friend recommendations. Things I’ll see on social media. I also pick up a lot of ideas from House Hunters and House Hunters
International.
6. What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs? They’re
good if they are simple and can be value-added
B. What programs are you apart of? Why do you like them? SWA Rapid
Rewards, AMEX membership rewards. They’re easy to earn, track and
redeem points,
C. What features draw you to a rewards program?
D. What might deter you from joining a rewards program? If it’s too complicated, takes too long to earn meaningful rewards
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field		

minimum		

maximum		

mean

std deviation

variance

count

WHICH FACTOR IS MOST
IMPORANT WHEN CHOOSING
BETWEEN ONLINE RETAILERS?

1.00

4.00

1.60

0.90

0.81

259

Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where
everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back up to 25%
in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long as you are
a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your
onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the Carnival
Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program (https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ), please take a minute to scroll
through it.
7. Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why not?
B. Why do you trust those sources? I trust my friends. Then I do my own
research.
C. What do you find most helpful about these sources? Internet. Friends
will give you all the scoop
3. What are your opinions on cruising? I like it.
B. Why do you like/not like the idea of cruising? It’s like a floating hotel,
food 24/7
C. What is the most appealing thing about cruising? Price/convenience
D. What is the least appealing thing about cruising? Getting to and from
the shore out of Oklahoma.
4. Have you cruised? Yes
B. How was the experience for you? EXCELLENT
C. What is the most appealing thing about cruising? Price/convenience
D. What is the least appealing thing about cruising? Getting to and from
the shore out of Oklahoma.
4. Have you cruised? Yes
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B. How was the experience for you? EXCELLENT
C. Was there anything in particular that stood out? We’ve done a couple of
Disney Cruises. They can’t seem to go wrong
D. Anything that could have made your experience better? Not really.
4. Which cruise lines do you like and why? Disney is all I have experienced
5. What website do you use primarily for online shopping? Amazon
B. What draws you to this website? Ease/ popular
C. What features of this website or company do you like? Not like? Overwhelming but I like it.
D. What type of product do you purchase most online? Speciality Christmas gifts. Custom gifts. Home decor
E. Do you prefer online shopping as opposed to going to a physical store?
Why? I enjoy thinking about my possible purchase for a while so online is
handy for that. But I LOVE shopping in a physical place. Seeing sizes, etc.
I’m more likely to buy a product in person rather than online
6. What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs? I don’t
like to mess with them.
B. What programs are you apart of? Why do you like them? Cupcake place.
(Lol). SW Airlines
D. Anything that could have made your experience better? Not really.
4. Which cruise lines do you like and why? Disney is all I have experienced
5. What website do you use primarily for online shopping? Amazon
B. What draws you to this website? Ease/ popular
C. What features of this website or company do you like? Not like? Overwhelming but I like it.
D. What type of product do you purchase most online? Speciality Christ-
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mas gifts. Custom gifts. Home decor
E. Do you prefer online shopping as opposed to going to a physical store?
Why? I enjoy thinking about my possible purchase for a while so online is
handy for that. But I LOVE shopping in a physical place. Seeing sizes, etc.
I’m more likely to buy a product in person rather than online
6. What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs? I don’t
like to mess with them.
B. What programs are you apart of? Why do you like them? Cupcake place.
(Lol). SW Airlines
C. What features draw you to a rewards program? Free cupcakes and air
miles
D. What might deter you from joining a rewards program? Having to set
it up. Having to purchase from particular places. I like that the SW card is
universal
Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where
everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back up to 25%
in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long as you are
a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your
onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the Carnival
Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program (https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ), please take a minute to scroll
through it.
7. Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why not? If I
don’t have to shop at their particular places, I’d be interested
B. What do you like about it? 25% seems generous
C. What do you not like about it? Something else to keep up with.
D. Do you think that the online marketplace is something you would use?
Prob not much. I’d rather get air miles. I fly more than I cruise

F O C U S GR O U P, PA R T I C I PA N T 2
Female Age 54
What is your age? 54
Describe your ideal vacation? I like everything from snowy mountain vacations to warm beach vacations. I like to see sporting events and concerts
and theater. I like to dine in different places. And I love to visit a spa!
B. What factors are most important in your ideal vacation? (Time on vacation, accommodations, luxury, getting a deal etc.) Time, ease, cost effective,
variety of things to do....or not! Accommodations, definitely.
C. Who do you prefer to vacation with? Family and/or friends
2. How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination? Time.
Money. Unanimous decision by all parties. What sources do you use?
(Travel websites, Travel shows, friend recommendations, etc.) yes! And
travel agents
B. Why do you trust those sources? Not sure that I trust shows and websites 100 %. But friends and family can be trusted.
C. What do you find most helpful about these sources? They can give you
the “must see” and the “must miss” info
3. What are your opinions on cruising? Love it!
B. Why do you like/not like the idea of cruising? It’s easy and there is always something to do
C. What is the most appealing thing about cruising? Not having to worry
about transportation. Not having to pack and unpack.
D. What is the least appealing thing about cruising? Sometimes rooms are
too small
4. Have you cruised? Yes
B. How was the experience for you? Great!
C. Was there anything in particular that stood out? Like I said before, it’s

easy!
D. Anything that could have made your experience better? On one cruise,
would’ve liked more detailed info on excursions
4. Which cruise lines do you like and why? Disney, Princess, Carnival
5. What website do you use primarily for online shopping?Amazon
B. What draws you to this website? Easy!
C. what features of this website or company do you like? Easy and fast.
D. What type of product do you purchase most online? Beauty products
6. What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs? I think
they’re a good thing. But I’m not gonna use them if they’re difficult to understand
B. What programs are you apart of ? SWA, Ulta, DSW
Why do you like them? They’re easy. And save money.
C. What features draw you to a rewards program? “Free”
D. What might deter you from joining a rewards program? Spending too
much time signing up. And not seeing rewards for a long time.
Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where
everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back up to 25%
in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long as you are
a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your
onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the Carnival
Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program (https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ), please take a minute to scroll
through it.
7. Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why not? Sure
B. What do you like about it? I’d probably use it for a package on the cruise
C. What do you not like about it?
D. Do you think that the online marketplace is something you would use?
Probably
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Male Age 49
1) Describe your ideal vacation? Traveling to a large city (NYC, San Francisco, Orlando) and seeing lots of different sites. Decent hotel. Great food.
B) What factors are most important in your ideal vacation? Getting a good
deal/value for the money spent. Food. Several available activities to choose
from.
C) Who do you prefer to vacation with? Immediate family (wife/daughter).
Also Friends. Limiting to a maximum of 10.
2) How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination? What
sources do you use? Typically from friends who have been someplace/trip
before that speaks highly of the trips. Will also look at different websites
such as Expedia, Orbitz.
B) Why do you trust those sources? Friends we trust because they are
friends. Also, trust large websites based on reputation and prior experience
using them.
C) What do you find most helpful about these resources? From friends
recommendations, you can rely on what they say. From the websites, being
able to look at different options to travel to, where they will stop, etc.
3) What are your opinions on cruising? Not fond of “long” cruises. Prefer 4
days to 7 days.
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B) Why do you like/not like the idea of cruising? Like due to having a set
schedule, time frames at ports, availability of activities. Dislike hitting
rough water.
C) What is the most appealing thing about cruising? Activities at ports.
D) What is the least appealing thing about cruising? Rough weather.
4) Have you cruised? Yes. 2 Disney cruises.
B) How was the experience for you? Enjoyed every moment.
C) Was there anything in particular that stood out? Dining was fantastic.
Lots of options at Castaway Cay.
D) Anything that could have made your experience better? All was good.
5) What website do you use primarily for online shopping? For trips, Expedia. For
personal items, Amazon, Ebay.

F O C U S GR O U P, PA R T I C I PA N T 3
D) What type of product do you purchase most online? Golf equipment.
Clothing.
E) Do you prefer online shopping as opposed to going to a physical store?
Why? I prefer going to a physical store. I can look, touch, try on/out.
6) What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs? Definitely interested.
Spending money while saving money is a good thing.
B) What programs are you apart of? Why do you like them? Southwest
Airlines Rapids Rewards. With dollars spent I get air travel miles. Have
flown several times for “free” due to points earned.
C) What features draw you to a rewards program? Cash or credit back on
purchases. Ease of “redeeming” rewards.

7) Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why not? Yes.
Ability to
redeem points towards trips.
B) What do you like about it? Earning points towards trips.
C) What do you not like about it?
D) Do you think that the online marketplace is something you would use?
It is

D) What might deter you from joining a rewards program? High initial
start up fees. Annual fees are okay if benefits outweigh the cost.

B) What draws you to this website? Name brand.
C) What features of this website or company do you like? Not like? Like the
ease of use.
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Female Age 47
Describe your ideal vacation? Tropical with good food choices
B. What factors are most important in your ideal vacation? (Time on vacation, accommodations, luxury, getting a deal etc.) Plenty of activities and
food choices for my teens, good deal, and nice accommodations.
C. Who do you prefer to vacation with? Immediate family and friends
2. How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination? What
sources do you use? (Travel websites, Travel shows, friend recommendations, etc.) I search lots of travel websites and also travel message boards for
recommendations.
B. Why do you trust those sources? I like the message boards because people describe their vacations/hotels/excursions in every little detail to help
decide what to do.
C. What do you find most helpful about these sources? Same as above
3. What are your opinions on cruising? I love cruising.
B. Why do you like/not like the idea of cruising? Love that there are many
activities and you can choose to do what you want. Love being able to visit
several destinations all in one vacation.
C. What is the most appealing thing about cruising? My kids can do their
own thing and have unlimited food:)
D. What is the least appealing thing about cruising? Crowded feeling
4. Have you cruised? yes
B. How was the experience for you? great
C. Was there anything in particular that stood out?
D. Anything that could have made your experience better? They could do
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better on drink packages
4. Which cruise lines do you like and why? Carnival and Royal Caribbean.
The only two we’ve been on and enjoyed both lines.
6. What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs? I like
them
B. What programs are you apart of? Why do you like them? Cruise for
Carnival and RCCL, several clothing stores
C. What features draw you to a rewards program? earning cheaper or free
products
D. What might deter you from joining a rewards program? monetary requirements or too many emails
Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where
everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back up to 25%
in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long as you are
a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your
onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the Carnival
Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program (https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ), please take a minute to scroll
through it.
7. Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why not? no I
wouldn’t pay to join a rewards program.
B. What do you like about it?
C. What do you not like about it? It costs to join.
D. Do you think that the online marketplace is something you would use?
no I don’t think I would take the time to use it.

F O C U S GR O U P, PA R T I C I PA N T 5
Female age 39
Describe your ideal vacation? My ideal vacation is going to a place where i/
we will create memories. Vacations for me need to be easy, fun and relaxing. for instance, renting a house on a beach or in the country would be
ideal. Being on our own time schedule, eating at great restaurants, seeing
beautiful scenery.
B. What factors are most important in your ideal vacation? (Time on vacation, accommodations, luxury, getting a deal etc.) #1 getting a great deal #2
accommodations #3 ease of getting to places
C. Who do you prefer to vacation with? My husband or girlfriends
2. How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination? What
sources do you use? (Travel websites, Travel shows, friend recommendations, etc.) I rely on googling for articles about places to travel where your
dollar goes a long way. Or things like “most beautiful places to visit for
cheap”. Our time is valuable and i want to make sure that if i am spending
the money and time on going somewhere, I want it to be special and have
zero regrets.
B. Why do you trust those sources? I like to research and find more than
one source that mentions a particular destination. even if a friend recommends a place, i will still research it. so really, it’s my opinion that i trust the
most
C. What do you find most helpful about these sources? I find that articles
from travel writers give you a great understanding of what to expect.
3. What are your opinions on cruising? I am not a fan
B. Why do you like/not like the idea of cruising? I have never been on a
cruise. The idea of being out in open water on a giant boat gives me anxi-

ety.
C. What is the most appealing thing about cruising? The only thing that i
think is appealing for cruisers is the all inclusive aspect.
D. What is the least appealing thing about cruising? Being unable to see
land, sickness spreading, bad weather
4. Have you cruised? No.
5. What website do you use primarily for online shopping? AMAZON
B. What draws you to this website? Huge selection of everything, ease and
speed of ordering.
C. What features of this website or company do you like? Not like? I love
the free 2-day shipping if you are a prime member. I like that you can create wish lists. so far i haven’t found anything that i don’t like.
D. What type of product do you purchase most online? Household goods
E. Do you prefer online shopping as opposed to going to a physical store?
Why? I prefer online shopping for everything except clothes and shoes. It
makes better use of my time and i can find deals faster and easier.
6. What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs? It
depends on the benefits of the reward/loyalty program. For example,
prime members on amazon get free 2 day shipping. B. What programs are
you apart of? Why do you like them? Amazon Prime- free 2 day shipping,
free movies/tv programs, tracking alerts. CVS/Walgreens – good coupons.
Southwest Airlines rapid rewards-earn points towards flights.
C. What features draw you to a rewards program? Freebies, Coupons
D. What might deter you from joining a rewards program? Junk E-Mails,
having to give too much personal info
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Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where
everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back up to 25%
in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long as you are
a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your
onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the Carnival
Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program (https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ), please take a minute to scroll
through it.
7. Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why not? NO,
ONLY BECAUSE I AM NOT A FAN OF CRUISES. BUT A FEW OF MY
FRIENDS ARE AND I THINK THEY WOULD LIKE IT.
B. What do you like about it? The 25% back and that the points don’t expire.
C. What do you not like about it? I can’t honestly say until i have signed up
for it and use it.
D. Do you think that the online marketplace is something you would use?
Yes
C. Was there anything in particular that stood out? Not really. Entertainment onboard was nicer than expected.
D. Anything that could have made your experience better?
4. Which cruise lines do you like and why? Disney - employees work harder than others. Royal Caribbean - not as strong as Disney, but it was a solid
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trip.
5. What website do you use primarily for online shopping? Amazon
B. What draws you to this website? My Amazon Prime membership, the
ease of use, the speed of delivery, often times price
C. what features of this website or company do you like? Not like?
D. What type of product do you purchase most online? Household items,
books, health
E. Do you prefer online shopping as opposed to going to a physical store?
Why? Depends on what I’m looking for. If i’m looking for something with a
lot of features or is new, I like to go to a physical store. If it’s standard repeat
purchases, Id rather do it online
B. What do you like about it? It was easy enough to understand, but
learning how to actually purchase something was a challenge. With other
programs it’s very clear where I go to shop. I hit the shop button but I was
never sure where I was going. I was on my phone, but the computer is the
same way.

F O C U S GR O U P, PA R T I C I PA N T 6
Male Age 54
What is your age?
Describe your ideal vacation? One where I can relax and not have the
inconveniences of having to deal with work. I like trips that are remote
and not longer than 10 days. I like to be higher end, more luxurious than
cheap/budget travel.
B. What factors are most important in your ideal vacation? (Time on vacation, accommodations, luxury, getting a deal etc.)
Nicer accommodations, getting a deal is nice but not a deal breaker. Nice
places don’t always give deals
C. Who do you prefer to vacation with? Friends and family
2. How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination? What
sources do you use? (Travel websites, Travel shows, friend recommendations, etc.) Recommendations, what I’ve read in mags (Travel+Leisure,
Conde Nast) HGTV or other TV shows. Online, looking at travel websites
(Tripadvisor) where other guests have rated their stay. We just
B. Why do you trust those sources?
Trust friends because they have the same expectations and travel values
that I have. We’re often aligned on what we like and dont like
C. What do you find most helpful about these sources?
I can trust their opinion
3. What are your opinions on cruising?
I didn’t start cruising until late in life, but once I did I really enjoyed. It’s a

hassle-free way to see multiple destinations without having to pack and
unpack. Facilities are nice, food and service are good. Makes a good experience
B. Why do you like/not like the idea of cruising?
C. What is the most appealing thing about cruising?
You can see a lot of destinations without having to do a lot of work
D. What is the least appealing thing about cruising?
You’re somewhat confined and cant get out and experience local establishments. Your time is limited. There’s a tendency to nickel and dime you
to death. Things like drinks, excursions or little one-off things that they
charge you for.
4. Have you cruised? Yes
B. How was the experience for you? Good experiences- Disney and Royal
Caribbean.
First, Can you describe your ideal vacation and the factors that are are
most important in your ideal vacation? (Time on vacation, accommodations, luxury, getting a deal etc.)
Anna
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Time on vacation is a huge priority for me. I’ve been on tons of 3 and 4 day
cruises, but they don’t feel like a vacation because they are too short. The
7-day vacations are the perfect length. I also always book verandahs because the inside staterooms feel claustrophobic. But of course that means I
cannot cruise as often as I want to because those do cost more.
Meredith
Perfect, when you vacation who do you normally travel with?
Anna
My husband, mom, dad and sister.
But I come from one of those weird families where I spend a lot of time
with my mom and dad.
Meredith
Haha I love that! And how do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination? (ie where/how do you do your research)
Anna
We like to try new destinations, but we also keep price in mind. For me, I’ll
try a new destination every 2-3 years.
did that answer?
Meredith
That helps, in terms of how you specifically chose a destination though
how do you decide where to go?
Anna
I don’t really research.
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Meredith
okay would you say you are more prone to personally suggestions or do
you just know what you are interested in your head and find what matches
that?
Anna
the second option. I know in my head where I want to go. I’d probably never go to certain destinations no matter what suggestions i get.
Meredith
wonderful! So it looks like you cruise pretty regularly, why do you enjoy
cruising as opposed to other types of vacations?
Anna
It’s easy. Pretty much all the planning is done ahead of time, so when vacation comes, you just follow the schedule you laid out before hand.
Meredith
And which cruise lines are your favorite and why?
Anna
And it’s safe
Disney. 15 out of my 16 cruises have been Disney because the guest service
is the best and safety is the top priority. I had tons of issues on Norwegian
that would never had happened on Disney.
Meredith

F O C U S GR O U P, PA R T I C I PA N T 6
and why
Anna
shopping for anything?
Meredith
yes
Anna
eBay and amazon are the top places
oh why hold on
eBay because I love bidding on stuff. I buy a lot of craft stuff from china.
And Amazon because of the fast shipping. I buy a lot of electronics on
Amazon.
Meredith
That answered my next question, perfect. And what are your initial
thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs?
Anna
I love loyalty programs and I’m signed up for a lot of them. I will rate
Disney very low on that though. Norwegian has a great loyalty program. I
think after the 10th cruise the next one is free. Disney’s cruise program is
not good.
Meredith
What features would you say make a good rewards program?
Anna
It needs to go high enough. For instance, don’t just cut off after the 10th
purchase...go up for 20th, 30th, etc. Make the perks good enough to actually want to achieve that rate.
Meredith

Perfect. We are on the last short portion of my questions. For this part
please read the description below and then I will ask about 4 short follow
up questions: Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back
up to 25% in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long
as you are a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the
Carnival Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program
(https://www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ), please take a minute to
scroll through it.
Ocean Rewards | Home
By clicking “Continue,” you are authorizing Ocean Rewards to automatically continue your annual subscription term, at the rate of $79.00 per year,
applied to the payment method provided below, until you cancel
oceanrewards.com
Anna
ok
done
Meredith
perfect. Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why
not? There are no wrong answers so please be candid
Anna
I loved everything about it except for that $79/year price point. I would
need to figure out if I would actually make money at the end of the year.
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F O C U S GR O U P, PA R T I C I PA N T 7 - 9

If that price point was lower...say $30-50 I think it’s a great program that I
would sign up for.
Meredith

Female age 60, Male age 62, Male age 63
A: Orientation and ground rules
My name is ________ and this is _________. We are here as representatives of Gaylord College partnering with Carnival Corporation. We are
studying cruisers perceptions of cruising, online shopping and Carnival
Corporation’s new rewards program, Ocean Rewards. The focus group will
last approximately 10 minutes and we will record the transcriptions of the
conversation.
No right or wrong answers. We are here to learn from you.
Please share your opinion whenever you can.
This session is confidential. It will not be published or broadcast.
B. Do you consent to be a part of this study? Please answer yes or no.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Describe your ideal vacation?
Not having to pack and unpack. Stress Free.
Not having to pick out restaurants. Not having to worry about what you’re
going to do each day.
Recently, the Alaskan cruise with two very close couple friends. Where everything was totally under control. The food was great the wine was great.
We were treated really well. To me that was the best vacation we’ve had in a
long time.
Having a stress free environment and the ease of having good service and
staff and the knowledgeable crew and tourism people.
C. Who do you vacation with?

What most draws you to the program?
Anna
The fact that it’s basically cash back on purchases you will probably make
anyway. I saw the brands quickly, but I could see myself making at least 1 of
those purchases a year.
Meredith
Wonderful. Thank you so much for your time Anna! Your answers very
very helpful in giving me an insight into how to better promote this program for my project. I hope you have an amazing rest of the night and
please let me know if there is any way I can every make it up to you!
Anna
No worries. I’ve been there!
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Friends and family.
Close friends that we’ve been on a trip before with.
Generally with my wife, children and friends.
2. How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination?
Ours is kinda dictated upon when we have time, when we can get off work
and not be tied up by our schedules. We’re kinda last minute people.
I would say lack of conflict and dead time of year for work.
Generally its by destination first and it would be a destination that we’ve
wanted to go to over a long period of time and then it’s decided that its
time to go to that destination. As far as time, it’s basically how it fits into
our schedule.
B. Why do you trust those sources?
I would just say one, friend recommendations and two travel agents.
I would say that friend recommendations are important to us and then
travel agency.
I would say the same thing.
C. What do you find most helpful about these resources?
I would say their familiarity with the cruise line we are going on and the
experiences we would have.
Well also the geographic area where the cruise was going to be, if these
people actually knew it. I thought that was important because then they
could talk to you about what to expect and what to do on those trips.
I would agree with that. Also the travel agents knowledge of the area is
pretty important for sure.
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3. What are your opinions on cruising? Have you cruised?
It was one of the best vacations we ever had because it was so easy.
If you can get it set up, meaning the logistics of it done right, it will be the
best trip you ever take. But you have to be careful on the front end to make
sure you get the room, the food, the friends and the experience that you
think you’re gonna get.
I agree with that. I’ve been on three cruises, a couple of them have not been
good experiences because of the crowds, it just felt like it was a cattle call.
But I’ve also been on the last cruise which was a totally different experience.
C. What is the most appealing thing about cruising?
I think is ease. Just the logistics of not having to decide where you are going
to dinner. You know, just the logistics of your everyday life are taken care
of.
The ease of the accommodations. One room, don’t have to change rooms.
D. What is the least appealing thing about cruising?
The masses of people and if you can figure out a way to not have to be with
the masses, it makes it much more appealing.
I was a little bit amazed at the process of getting off the boat and not having
much time in these beautiful areas, these destination areas you go
to, that to me was the negative side of things.
The time spent in ports is too short generally.
4. Which cruise lines do you like and why?
When you and I went on Disney, I thought it was fun and age appropriate,
I don’t know that I would want to do it if I didn’t have young kids. We like
Celebrity because I think it was pretty first class.
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And that’s my same answer.
I’ve been on Royal Caribbean and Celebrity, Celebrity would be my number one pick and Royal Caribbean would be two.
B. How was the experience for you?
C. Was there anything in particular that stood out?
D. Anything that could have made your experience better?
You know on our last cruise with Celebrity, I don’t know how you would
get any better. I mean we paid a lot but it was exceptional. I think the key
factor was to not feel like you were a number, that you were really important to be it your butler, somali or your waiter, they cared about our personal needs.
Ditto.
Yeah I think the extra money spent for a better experience, if you can afford it, the value is worth it.
5. What website do you use primarily for online shopping?
I use google.
Ebay.
I would just do a search on google.
B. What draws you to this website?
The ease of use. I mean you just pot it in and boom you’ve got all these
different choices.

F O C U S GR O U P, PA R T I C I PA N T 7 - 9
To be able to see and understand the entire marketplace of what you want.
Meaning golf clubs. If golf clubs are going to be for sale someplace, they’re
pretty much going to be on ebay.
Ease of searching and the ability to find what you want.
D. What do you purchase most online?
Clothes.
Golf Clubs.
Sporting goods.
E. Do you prefer online shopping as opposed to going to a physical store?
Why?
I prefer a physical store because of the personal attention and ability to
touch and feel.
Well I do too, if they have anything close to the inventory that online does
but it’s been my experience that the brick and mortar are not able to offer
the same inventory for sale.
I prefer online shopping just because of the ease.
6. What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs?
I’d rather have reduced price than rewards or loyalty programs.
My feeling is that they’re always kinda like hard to understand and I always
feel like there is some other angle that you’re not getting when you get
involved.
I agree with that. And then their initial advertising is one thing and then
there is the fine print
B. What programs are you apart of? Why do you like them?
I’m apart of Southwest airlines, Albertson’s, Nordstroms, and Costco. Oh
and Marriott.

Pretty much the same.
Nordstroms? Really? I don’t think so.
I’m uh Hilton Honors, o’Reilly Auto Parts, PGA Tour Superstore, Chase,
American Express and Safeway.C. What features draw you to a rewards
program?
Ease and if I’m really going to use it.
I agree.
Me too.
Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where
everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back up to 25%
in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long as you are
a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your
onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the Carnival
Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program (https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ), please take a minute to scroll
through it. 7. Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or
why not?
I would use it because of Seaborne, I have friends that have used that and
had really good experiences. Yeah I would do that.
I would say I am a reluctant rewards user in any aspect. I would say that I
am probably not the person that would be reaching out to this thing. The
way we’ve done our cruising lately is find a good travel agent and have
them explain the goods and bads and then have them book it.
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I would have to study the rewards program and look at my future travel
itinerary and see if would be advantageous for me to become a member of
that rewards program. If my itinerary and my next vacation didn’t look like
it was gonna go that way, then I wouldn’t join.
gonna go that way, then I wouldn’t join.
D. Do you think that the online marketplace is something you would use?
Probably not.
Probably not, we’re not that techno savvy.
Yeah probably not.

Female age 61
B. Do you consent to be a part of this study? Please answer yes or no.
Yes.
Describe your ideal vacation?
One where I can go, unpack, stay unpacked, and just have everything go
from one place and being able to take side trips and not have to unpack
and move all my stuff everywhere.
C. Who do you vacation with?
My husband. And friends if I’m lucky.
2. How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination?
It’s usually some place that we’ve wanted to go. Sometimes our friends pick
it in advance and we say yes we’d like to go.
B. Why do you trust those sources?
Usually their recommendations would be from a friend. So it’s from prior
experience from someone we know.
3. What are your opinions on cruising? Have you cruised? I like them, they
are fun. It’s a nice way to see a lot of countries while not having to get on
and off an place. Everything in one place and still seeing everything you
want to.
D. What is the least appealing thing about cruising?
Probably waiting in line, to get on the ship and to get off the ship. Those
things. And sometime the stays in the ports are not as long as i would like
them to be.
4. Which cruise lines do you like and why? I’ve only been on two. We did
a carnival and a royal caribbean and actually I liked them both. We did a
carnival when our kids were small and that was perfect because there were

so many activities for them and they really had a good time. And then we
did a royal caribbean but we did a little high scale which was wonderful because we had our own deck and our own dining room. I guess depending
on what you’re looking for, I’m sure Carnival offers that as well.
D. Anything that could have made your experience better?
Probably a little more streamline onboarding and offboarding. If there was
a way to do that because we waited both times. If they could streamline
that, it would make it better.
5. What website do you use primarily for online shopping?
I usually just go to wherever I want to shop. If I’m gonna do Nordstrom
then I go to the Nordstrom website or if I’m gonna do Kohls or Coldwater
Creek I go to their website. I don’t have an Amazon membership so I don’t
do a lot of Amazon shopping and I know I’m strange but I don’t.
C. what features of this website or company do you like? Not like?
I like the features that you go to women’s, dresses, color, size, price. I like
when you get be specific and not have to look at everything.
D. What do you purchase most online?
Clothing.
E. Do you prefer online shopping as opposed to going to a physical store?
Why?
No, i don’t. I like to be able to try things on and feel the fabric. I like to
interact with the sales people.
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6. What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs?
I like them. I have one with my credit cards and one with a hotel. I think
they’re good.
C. What features draw you to a rewards program?
The discounts.
D. What might deter you from joining a rewards program?
Mass quantities of promotional material, unsolicited, that I get.
Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where
everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back up to 25%
in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long as you are
a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your
onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the Carnival
Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program (https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ), please take a minute to scroll
through it.
7. Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why not?
Probably. Does Carnival do river cruises?
B. What do you like about it?
I like that you can buy everyday items and you can get crusie rewards, It’s
amazing how fast that stuff adds up. I do like that feature.
C. What do you not like about it?
I guess maybe that you are limited on what you can use your points for.
That would be the only negative.
D. Do you think that the online marketplace is something you
would use?
Yes.

Female age 68
B. Do you consent to be a part of this study? Please answer yes or no.
Yes.
Describe your ideal vacation?
I would say cruise.
B. What factors are most important in your ideal vacation? (Time on vacation, accommodations, luxury, getting a deal etc.)
Umm. something well organized. Umm cleanliness. Umm, let’s see. Just
visiting places I’ve never been before.
C. Who do you vacation with?
Umm, girlfriends.
2. How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination?
Umm, by place that I haven’t visited before. I don’t surf for sources,
but say a girlfriend suggests a trip, i’d look into that.
3. What are your opinions on cruising? Have you cruised?
B. Why do you like/not like the idea of cruising?
I like it because you unpack one, and take your shore trips from
that rather than having to pack and unpack if you’re on just a regular tour.
D. What is the least appealing thing about cruising?
I don’t really know. I haven’t really thought about that. Umm, the cruises
I’ve been on I’ve been very pleased. The food has been very good.
4. Which cruise lines do you like and why?
My favorite was the Norwegian Cruise which was in the Baltic Sea. I did a
grand circle tour that was the blue danube river.
B. How was the experience for you?
The baltic cruise, I like the cleanliness of that part of the world. That really

stood out to me. With the Blue Danube I enjoyed the history and the architecture of the old buildings.
D. Anything that could have made your experience better?
Umm, no I just really enjoyed them.
5. What website do you use primarily for online shopping?
Um, Amazon.
B. What draws you to this website?
The variety that you have to choose from.
C. what features of this website or company do you like? Not like?
Umm, i feel like it’s easy. Just putting in what you’re looking for and different choices come up.
D. What do you purchase most online?
Umm, lately electronics.
E. Do you prefer online shopping as opposed to going to a physical store?
Why?
No. because in clothes I like to try things on, I like to feel the fabric that
you’re buying.
6. What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs?
Umm, I don’t really care for them. I feel that the business’ are the ones that
are paying for it. They are getting shorted.
B. What programs are you apart of? Why do you like them?
Credit cards would be the only thing.
C. What features draw you to a rewards program?
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Cash back primarily.
D. What might deter you from joining a rewards program?
I might join just because it’s the only way you can get a credit card. You’re
gonna get the rewards anyways. You really have no choice. Just to join
something just to get the rewards, I wouldn’t do it. It’s just too much hassle
and work to sign up for a program. I just don’t care for it.
Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where
everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back up to 25%
in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long as you are
a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your
onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the Carnival
Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program (https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ) please take a minute to scroll
through it.
7. Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why not?
Not with Carnival, it wouldn’t. I have not been pleased with Carnival. For
young families I think it’s great but not for people my age.
D. Do you think that the online marketplace is something you
would use?
No, I’m not good enough with computers for that.

Male age 64 female age 63
B. Do you consent to be a part of this study? Please answer yes or no.
Yes.
Yes.
Describe your ideal vacation?
It involves Andrew and Ashlynn.
It involves having the whole family together and having a good time. There
is something for everybody.
B. What factors are most important in your ideal vacation? (Time on vacation, accommodations, luxury, getting a deal
We vacation when Susan and Russell go together. That our primary vacation. We try to include our family whenever we can. Or other friends.
With each other.
2. How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination?
One, we like adventure. So places we haven’t been before.
Wherever our family or our friends want to go.
Well Susan is a people pleaser. I try to look for things that I think will be
fun and try to convince everyone else that they will be fun.
He likes to go places that he can take photographs.
B. Why do you trust those sources?
We have travel groups that we go with so that’s friends suggestions and
experiences.
We rely a lot on a travel agency that has lots and lots of experience and can
say hey this would be fun or no you don’t want to do that.
C. What do you find most helpful about these resources?
Experience.

3. What are your opinions on cruising? Have you cruised?
We both love cruising. We love it because everything is taken care of. You
don’t have to worry about where your meals are coming from. It works
great with the two of us, it works great when you have multi-generations.
Susan doesn’t like packing and unpacking every night. So she likes a cruise
because you unpack once and you don’t have to do anything until you are
ready to go home. Your hotel moves with you.
D. What is the least appealing thing about cruising?
Some of the places you can’t get to. Limited time when you’re there, if
you’re at a place you really want to see you only have 8 hours. When you
get on a bad crusie you have no out. You are stuck there until the trip is
over.
I would agree with that.
4. Which cruise lines do you like and why?
We prefer Regent. We had a bad experience on Silver Sea.
And disney.
B. How was the experience for you?
C. Was there anything in particular that stood out?
We like the smallness and the upscalness of regent. The passengers are
usually really educated. They have worked but like to travel. They like the
history, they like the places you go.
Disney makes magical events happen. They figure out what’s going to be
magical for your family and they make it happen.
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5. What website do you use primarily for online shopping?
Talbots and Amazon.
I use toolnut quite a bit.
B. What draws you to this website?
Selection. TOOLS!
They sell what I want.
D. What do you purchase most online?
Clothes and shoes.
Books tools and camera gear.
E. Do you prefer online shopping as opposed to going to a physical store?
Why?
Well I’m sitting in front of best buy right now.
Probably, I like both.
6. What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs?
That isn’t the reason I buy things. Sometimes I don’t even take advantage of
the benefits because it’s too difficult.
There are a lot of time where we don’t even get use the rewards.
B. What programs are you apart of? Why do you like them?
Southwest Airlines. American Express.
Talbots.
C. What features draw you to a rewards program?
Free stuff. Having the partner pass and free flights with Southwest.
D. What might deter you from joining a rewards program?
If it’s difficult I don’t do it.
Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where
everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back up to 25%

Female, Age 54
B. Do you consent to be a part of this study? Please answer yes or no.
Yes.
1. Describe your ideal vacation?
For me, my ideal vacation is going to see new place and new things. I especially like traveling to historical areas. I like to go places because there’s
something I haven’t seen and instead of going places for dining or food.
A. What factors are most important in your ideal vacation? (Time on vacation, accommodations, luxury, getting a deal etc.)
For me, my vacation has to be above standard. I like luxury when
I’m vacation and I don’t want to stay somewhere I mgiht be afraid to sit on
the bed. Time wise, 3-5 days works best for me if we’re in one place. 10-14
days if we’re traveling from country to country.
B. Who do you vacation with?
Mostly with Sam my husband, and sometiems with our daughter or extended family.
2.
How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination?
I think about what I would like to see. Do I want to see historical sites or
go to a beach? It depends on who I’m traveling with as well. If I’m traveling
with children then there need to be activites for them. If it’s just me and my
husband then just a destination that is of interest for just us – museums,
waterfalls, scenery, new cultures. Maybe somewhere the food is outstanding. I do a lot of online research and I also like friend recommendations. I
rarely use travel agents.
A. Why do you trust those sources?
I trust my own research. I like to do my own research online and I trust my

in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long as you are
a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your
onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the Carnival
Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program (https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ), please take a minute to scroll
through it.
7. Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why not?
Probably not because we don’t cruise Carnival.
Probably not because the everyday items and what not are too much of a
hassle. If I’m wanting paper towels, I’m buying paper towels at the store.
I don’t buy them from the cheapest place, I go to wherever I am and buy
them.
D. Do you think that the online marketplace is something you
would use?
That’s not something that I’m looking for.

friends recommendations.
B. What do you find most helpful about these resources?
That they offer comparisons and reviews. Those are very helpful.
3.
What are your opinions on cruising? Have you cruised?
We have taken several cruises. Some throuhgout the Caribbean. One in
Canada and the Mediteranian. I think they are best to take with family
members. It makes it easy for everyone.
A. Why do you like/not like the idea of cruising?
I like the idea of cruising because it’s self contained.
B. What is the most appealing thing about cruising?
You’re not travelng from hotel to hotel, and for me one of the wrost things
about vacation is deciding where to eat and where to go for entertainment.
But with cruising, it’s all there on board – dining and entertainment.
C. What is the least appealing thing about cruising?
The congestion boarding, the lines and waiting. It’s usually hours and it’s
hot standing around waiting.
4.
Which cruise lines do you like and why?
Royal Caribbean. I don’t like Carnival, I hate Carnival. I definitely prefer
new ships in general.
A. How was the experience for you?
It was great, fun because family members. It’s been fun to meet new people,
dining with people you don’t know.
B. Was there anything in particular that stood out?
Ambiance and the atrium was spectacular
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C. Anything that could have made your experience better?
The only thing that could have made it better was if the embarking and
disembarking process was faster. Also, if we could dine
we wanted to that would be nicer.
5.
What website do you use primarily for online shopping?
Amazon, Macy’s, Athleta, Google Shopping for price comparisons
A. What draws you to this website?
They are very, very user friendly. The websites are very quick and
have no shipping charges.
B. What features of this website or company do you like? Not like?
I do like the convenience. I don’t like when a site crashes and loses what
I’ve decided I want.
C. What do you purchase most online?
Toys, household goods, pretty much everything except groceries.
D. Do you prefer online shopping as opposed to going to a physical store?
Why?
Online shopping. I definitely prefer online shopping to going to a physical
store. It’s much faster and more convenient for me.
6.
What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs?
I do use them. Coupon Cabin, credit cards for rewards, dining, gas, and
travel. Sometimes it can be very confusing sometimes to keep up with all of
them.
A. What programs are you apart of? Why do you like them?
Coupon Cabin, Ebay
B. What features draw you to a rewards program?
Rewards points

Male, Age 78
B. Do you consent to be a part of this study? Please answer yes or no.
Yes.
1. Describe your ideal vacation?
My ideal vacation is 2 - 3 weeks long. I love cruising and if we do go on a
cruise it’s best to always have a veranda on our ship. As far as luxury- nothing overly luxurious but then we found we love smaller ships. Celebrity
expedition. 80 is best.
A. What factors are most important in your ideal vacation? (Time
on vacation, accommodations,
luxury,
getting a deal etc.) I
prefer something in nature. We went to Galapagos and Alaska. I love traveling to the fast East and the cities there. I’m definitely more inclined to
see the beauty of the world nature wise.
B. Who do you vacation with?
Sheldon’s brother and his wife.
2.
How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination?
Sheldon always chooses. He knows what we prefer.
B. Why do you trust those sources?
N/A
C. What do you find most helpful about these resources?
N/A
3.
What are your opinions on cruising? Have you cruised?
I love cruising. The smaller ones are great and I love how you can see so
many places in such short time.
A. Why do you like/not like the idea of cruising?
I like smaller cruises. Not big excursions. Instead of being with 30 I would

C. What might deter you from joining a rewards program?
If I don’t shop there often and I feel like I might be bombarded with marketing emails. It really depends on how I would use those points.
Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where
everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back up to 25%
in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long as you are
a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your
onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the Carnival
Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program (https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ), please take a minute to scroll
through it.
7.
Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why not?
Probably not. I don’t know if I would because I already have so many other
cards – already a part of so many rewards programs.
A. What do you like about it?
N/A
B. What do you not like about it?
C. Do you think that the online marketplace is something you would use?
No.

rather be with 8. It’s nice to have the option to be in smaller groups – it’s
also helpful as we are getting older.
B. What is the most appealing thing about cruising?
Specialty restaurants, all-inclusive cruises, and seeing the world at ease.
C. What is the least appealing thing about cruising?
You can’t stay long in one place, only a day or two and sometimes.
4.
Which cruise lines do you like and why?
Regent, Celebrity Xpedition, Windstar. We’ve been on a few Royal Caribbean cruises.
A. How was the experience for you?
They were great.
B. Was there anything in particular that stood out?
The intimate cruise ships.
C. Anything that could have made your experience better?
Less lines and waiting.
5.
What website do you use primarily for online shopping?
Only purchase things on Title Nine. Occaionally I use L.L. Bean, and I do
use their mastercard. It’s really nice because sometimes I get free clothing
or house merchandise.
A.
What draws you to this website?
Very easy to maneuver.
B. What features of this website or company do you like? Not like?
Convenience.
C. What do you purchase most online?
Clothing from Title Nine.
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D. Do you prefer online shopping as opposed to going to a physical store?
Why?
Personally, I like going to a physical store. Online is easier and saves time,
but I like to try it on.
6.
What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs?
Sheldon is the one who really deals with this. I’m not very inerested in the
rewards except for my mastercard from L.L. Bean.
A. What programs are you apart of? Why do you like them?
L.L. Bean.
B. What features draw you to a rewards program?
The points.
C. What might deter you from joining a rewards program?
Maybe the cost.
Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where
everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back up to 25%
in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long as you are
a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your
onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the Carnival
Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program (https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ), please take a minute to scroll
through it.
7.
Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why not?
No, I would not be interested. There are a lot of cruiselines and Carnival is
not one I am interested in. I used to like Holland America and then discovered the smaller ones and transitioned to those. You get to know everyone
on board much better.

Male, Age 74
B. Do you consent to be a part of this study? Please answer yes or no.
Yes.
1. Describe your ideal vacation?
A cruise to some place we would like to see, sightseeing
A.
What factors are most important in your ideal vacation? (Time on
vacation, accommodations, luxury, getting a deal etc.)
Accomodations, itinerary and around 2 weeks is the perfect time for me.
B.
Who do you vacation with?
My wife and my brother and his wife.
2.
How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination?
First look for destinations and see what’s available and how to get there. I
use a combination of travel agencies and online sources. Sometimes brochures.
A. Why do you trust those sources?
I trust these sources because they’ve proven successful.
B. What do you find most helpful about these resources?
The people and descriptions.
3.
What are your opinions on cruising? Have you cruised?
Yes, we enjoy it very much.
A. Why do you like/not like the idea of cruising?
It’s an ideal way to see the world.
B. What is the most appealing thing about cruising?
It’s like a floating hotel. One of the best things is not having to pack and
unpack every night.
C. What is the least appealing thing about cruising?

B.
use?

A. What do you like about it?
It’s pretty easy to navigate
B. What do you not like about it?
I would probably not use it.
Do you think that the online marketplace is something you would
No.

If the excursions are not the right kind.
4.
Which cruise lines do you like and why?
Small ships, Windstar, regents of the seas. We’ve also been on a few Royal
Caribbean cruises.
A. How was the experience for you?
4.
Which cruise lines do you like and why?
Small ships, Windstar, regents of the seas. We’ve also been on a few Royal
Caribbean cruises.
A. How was the experience for you?
All very good. I’d definitely go again.
B. Was there anything in particular that stood out?
Easy to take care of everything, very convenient, no complications.
C. Anything that could have made your experience better?
Sometimes the food could have been better.
5.
What website do you use primarily for online shopping?
Amazon
A.
What draws you to this website?
The availability of almost anything I need.
B.
What features of this website or company do you like? Not like?
The ease of navigating it, variety of products, good customer service. No
complaints.
C.
What do you purchase most online?
Just a lot of different things.
D.
Do you prefer online shopping as opposed to going to a physical
store? Why?
The convenience is certainly there. I like both for different reasons.
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6.
What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs?
I use them wherever I see worthwhile.
A. What programs are you apart of? Why do you like them?
A number of my credit cards. I sometimes get rewards from them.
B. What features draw you to a rewards program?
Points.
C. What might deter you from joining a rewards program?
Cost to join and what the rewards are.
Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where
everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back up to 25%
in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long as you are
a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your
onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the Carnival
Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program (https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ), please take a minute to scroll
through it.
7.
Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why not?
I wouldn’t be interested because I don’t cruise on any of those lines. I have
loyalty to other brands.
A. What do you like about it?
Nice website format.
B. What do you not like about it?
Hard to see what exactly is offered.
C. Do you think that the online marketplace is something you would use?
No.

Female, Age 51
B. Do you consent to be a part of this study? Please answer yes or no.
YES
1. Describe your ideal vacation?
A. What factors are most important in your ideal vacation? (Time on vacation, accommodations, luxury, getting a deal etc.)
Location, accommodations, food, activities, getting a deal
B. Who do you vacation with?
My husband and close friends
2.
How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination?
My husband uses a lot of different websites and message boards. He is always interested in reviews and comments from others about places we are
interested in.
A. Why do you trust those sources?
They have worked in the past for us. My husband does his research and is
always looking for great deals and fun locations that we have never been
to.
B. What do you find most helpful about these resources?
We hear about good recommendations, deals etc., that we probably
wouldn’t know about.
3.
What are your opinions on cruising? Have you cruised?
Yes, we love cruising. We have been on about 12 cruises in the last 15 years.
A. Why do you like/not like the idea of cruising?
I love that you get to see a lot of different places, everything is mostly paid
for at once, no decisions have to made about where to go to eat and how
much do we want to spend, etc.

B. What is the most appealing thing about cruising?
Great bang for the buck, you can do as much or as little as you want to, do
not need to move from hotel to hotel, etc.
C. What is the least appealing thing about cruising?
You are with a whole lot of other people and sometimes it can be too much.
4.
Which cruise lines do you like and why?
We like Royal Caribbean and Celebrity.
A. How was the experience for you?
Always a great experience. No complaints.
B. Was there anything in particular that stood out?
We love the entertainment and activity options. The bigger ships offer more
things to do. Never bored.
C. Anything that could have made your experience better?
Only if we had more money, I would want to stay in the suites all the time!
5. What website do you use primarily for online shopping?
A. What draws you to this website?
We like Amazon. It’s very easy to use!
B. what features of this website or company do you like? Not like?
No complaints really. We’ve never had any issues with it.
C. What do you purchase most online?
All sorts of things for our house.
D. Do you prefer online shopping as opposed to going to a physical store?
Why?
I think we still like the physical store because we like to see things in person.
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6. What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs?
We love them. We are very loyal to brands.
A. What programs are you a part of? Why do you like them?
Royal Caribbean repeat cruisers, and other credit cards for miles,
etc.
B. What features draw you to a rewards program?
Extra perks, cash back, freebies, discounts, loyalty programs.
C. What might deter you from joining a rewards program?
If you have to pay!
Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where
everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back up to 25%
in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long as you are
a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your
onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the Carnival
Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program (https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ), please take a minute to scroll
through it.
7. Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why not?
Sure!
A. What do you like about it?
I like that you get a discount and points never expire!
B. What do you not like about it?
We do have never cruised on Carnival and are pretty loyal to Royal Caribbean.
C. Do you think that the online marketplace is something you would use?
Maybe!

Female, Age 75
B. Do you consent to be a part of this study? Please answer yes or no.
Yes.
1. Describe your ideal vacation?
Fun in the sun type of vacation. I usually like to go with my family, warmer
weather
A.
What factors are most important in your ideal vacation? (Time on
vacation, accommodations, luxury, getting a deal etc.)
I usually don’t like to be away more than 5-6 days. I like luxury, and if I’m
going away I don’t want anything that is just mediocre.
B.
Who do you vacation with?
My husband always, Gene’s brother and his wife. Always family.
2.
How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination?
I usually browse online. Googling things.
A. Why do you trust those sources?
I trust these sources because they have worked in the past. They have descriptions and reviews from other past travelers.
B. What do you find most helpful about these resources?
Provides location, distance, activities available. Very helpful with
booking.
3.
What are your opinions on cruising? Have you cruised?
We like to cruise because it’s an easy way to see our destinations. It’s like a
floating hotel. Everything is usually planned for us and that makes it very
easy.
A.
Why do you like/not like the idea of cruising?
Everything is planned, you just show up and it’s all done.

B. What is the most appealing thing about cruising?
Sight seeing. We get to go somewhere we haven’t been before. Fun in the
sun – an island somewhere. Hawaii is one of our favorite places to go.
C. What is the least appealing thing about cruising?
The least appealing thing is the time schedule, not enough time in places
we really like and enjoy
4.
Which cruise lines do you like and why?
We usually like the smaller cruise lines. When we’re with family we go on
Disney cruises and we have also been on several Royal Caribbean cruises.
Tauck cruises, Windstar, and Regent Seven Seas.
A.
How was the experience for you?
Very favorable, enough to make us go again.
B.
Was there anything in particular that stood out?
The service and staff. When you go on an upscale cruise ship you get outstanding service and attention.
C.
Anything that could have made your experience better?
Some of the food on the ships was not up to par.
5.
What website do you use primarily for online shopping?
I do not use online shopping websites.
C. What do you purchase most online?
D. Do you prefer online shopping as opposed to going to a physical store?
Why?
I like to go to stores and touch and feel. I have the time so I would rather
go in person.
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6.
What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs?
I usually don’t do rewards programs. I’d rather just get a discount.
A. What programs are you apart of? Why do you like them? None.
B. What features draw you to a rewards program?
I do not do rewards programs.
C. What might deter you from joining a rewards program?
The cost and complications.
Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where
everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back up to 25%
in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long as you are
a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your
onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the Carnival
Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program (https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ), please take a minute to scroll
through it.
7.
Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why not?
It does not interest me. I’d rather make my own selection as to where I
would want to go and which I’d like to use without the knowledge of having these rewards prizes.
A. What do you like about it?
The website is fairly easy to navigate.
B. What do you not like about it?
I wish I could see the marketplace more easily.
C. Do you think that the online marketplace is something you
would use?
Probably not just because I do not use those cruiselines.

Male, Age 58
B. Do you consent to be a part of this study? Please answer yes or no.
Yes
1. Describe your ideal vacation?
A. What factors are most important in your ideal vacation?
(Time on vacation, accommodations, luxury, getting a deal etc.)
Golf, minimal unpacking/packing, all inclusive, lots of down time, great
food
B. Who do you vacation with?
My wife and sometimes son
2. How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination?
A. Why do you trust those sources?
Internet and friends
B. What do you find most helpful about these resources?
Trip advisor gives good summaries of high spots and good places to go, friends whose opinions we
resepect are best source for us
though.
3. What are your opinions on cruising? Have you cruised?
A. Why do you like/not like the idea of cruising?
Like – no packing / unpacking, grazing, sun
Don’t like – seems like mostly old people (even older than us) and seems
kind of crowded (3000 of your closest friends)
B. What is the most appealing thing about cruising?
No agenda
C. What is the least appealing thing about cruising?
Crowds

4. Which cruise lines do you like and why?
A. How was the experience for you?
Like Royal Carib because it seems upscale and very nice ships
B. Was there anything in particular that stood out?
Food
C. Anything that could have made your experience better?
Fewer people
5. What website do you use primarily for online shopping?
A. What draws you to this website?
Amazon
B. what features of this website or company do you like? Not like?
They have everything and we already have an account w/ them and it is
easy!
C. What do you purchase most online?
Books, elecronics
D. Do you prefer online shopping as opposed to going to a physical store?
Why?
No driving, no crowds, you can see if they have it or not
6. What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs?
A. What programs are you apart of? Why do you like them?
Most airlines (UA, AA, BA, etc.)
B. What features draw you to a rewards program?
Good free stuff
C. What might deter you from joining a rewards program?
Too many emails and snail mails and yet another password to keep
track of
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Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where
everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back up to 25%
in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long as you are
a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your
onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the Carnival
Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program (https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ), please take a minute to scroll
through it.
7. Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why not?
A. What do you like about it?
No but it might if we were still interested in cruising
B. What do you not like about it?
Not a big fan of carnival due to stories from others
C. Do you think that the online marketplace is something you
would use?
Yes

Female, Age 51
B. Do you consent to be a part of this study? Please answer yes or no.
Yes
1. Describe your ideal vacation?
My ideal vacation has my family together in a relaxed setting and I don’t
have to cook!
A. What factors are most important in your ideal vacation? (Time on
vacation, accommodations, luxury, getting a deal etc.)
At this point, probably luxury and quality time are more important to me
than getting a deal. But, I don’t want to be taken advantage of on price.
B. Who do you vacation with?
Family
2. How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination?
Usually we sit around the table and think about what would be fun to see
and do. It’s either my husband and me or our son joins us when he’s in
town. Then we get on the Internet and explore.
A. Why do you trust those sources?
We trust the Internet info because Google seems to have access to
everything.
B. What do you find most helpful about these resources?
Our son usually does the heavy lifting with info gathering (Millennials are
good that way)
3. What are your opinions on cruising? Have you cruised?
We’ve cruised, but sometimes it feels like a factory; lots of people moving
through the machine.
A. Why do you like/not like the idea of cruising?

See above
B. What is the most appealing thing about cruising?
Most appealing is that it offers a broad array of activities for lots of age
groups; perfect for an extended family vacation with wide variety of ages
and stages.
C. What is the least appealing thing about cruising?
Feeling like a cog in the mechanism.
4. Which cruise lines do you like and why?
We’ve had good experiences on the Royal Caribbean cruise line.
A. How was the experience for you?
It was good.
B. Was there anything in particular that stood out?
I was healing from cancer treatment and my husband had tons to do while
I napped in the afternoon. That worked well for both of us.
C. Anything that could have made your experience better?
I remember it took literally all day to get off the ship and ages to get onto
the ship. Seems like my hassle bucket got pretty full during the ON & OFF
process.
5. What website do you use primarily for online shopping?
Hmmmm, Neiman Marcus & Amazon
A. What draws you to this website?
Neiman has the brands I like and Amazon is so darn easy to source
darn near everything.
B. What features of this website or company do you like? Not like?
Easy has a lot to do with it.
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C. What do you purchase most online?
Things I don’t really want to get in the car and go get, personal care items
(soaps, face cream, shampoo, etc.) Some linens & towels, bath mats,
sheets, just stuff
D. Do you prefer online shopping as opposed to going to a physical store?
Why?
On line for routine stuff I’m replacing. For clothes I really like to try them
on. Specialty things I like to lay
my eyes on to check the quality.
6. What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs?
A. What programs are you apart of? Why do you like them?
Bed Bath & Beyond
B. What features draw you to a rewards program?
Instant 20% savings not having to wait until the next purchase
(sucking you into something else)
C. What might deter you from joining a rewards program?
Too much trouble to figure out- I am NOT a Millennial!!!
Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where
everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back up to 25%
in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long as you are
a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your
onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the Carnival
Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program (https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ), please take a minute to scroll
through it.
7. Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why not?
A. What do you like about it?
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Everyday spending, wouldn’t feel prodded to spend on something I don’t
need
B. What do you not like about it?
Don’t think a reward program would draw me into a vacation
C. Do you think that the online marketplace is something you
would use?
Yes, to a degree. It would have to be geezer friendly. I AM NOT A
Millennial!
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1.
Describe your ideal vacation?
“Idealistically not more than 8 days, after 7 or 8 days you’re ready to go
home, preferably with more ports of call, obviously you can’t control the
weather but if there was a way to have more than 8 hours in each port,
that would be great. Staying in a deluxe of luxe cabin and open it up to my
cruise neighbors, who would be some of my friends” “
B. What factors are most important in your ideal vacation? (Time on vacation, accommodations, luxury, getting a deal etc.)
C. Who do you vacation with? My wife and some other friends usually.
2. How do you decide on and choose a vacation or destination?
“Idea of a place to go, Research online, then working with agent.”
B. Why do you trust those sources? Our agent always finds us great
deals!
C. What do you find most helpful about these resources?
“Agents are super resourceful. We can email her and say ‘ok
we wanna go in this window to somewhere like this,’ and she’ll put together
a spreadsheet of options.”
3. What are your opinions on cruising? Have you cruised? “ Love cruising.”
B. Why do you like/not like the idea of cruising? “I really enjoy the variety
offered by a cruise. You can do something different everyday, all in one location. And if you aren’t super interested in the destinations, there are still
plenty of things to do onboard the ship.”
C. What is the most appealing thing about cruising?
D. What is the least appealing thing about cruising? I thought I would hate
being “stuck on a boat” for x amount of time at a time, and while I still do
get a bit sea sick, it isn’t the worst thing ever. But I’d say the sea sickness.

4. Which cruise lines do you like and why?
Carnival all the way.
B. How was the experience for you? So fun that I did it two more times.
C. Was there anything in particular that stood out? We had an absolute
blast at the formal dinner night. We went with a large-ish group of friends
and took over part of the main dining room. We probably were being
“those people,” but it was a great time!
D. Anything that could have made your experience better? Not that I can
think of.
5. What website do you use primarily for online shopping?
Amazon for just about anything we need.
B. What draws you to this website? The benefits offered by our
Prime membership are pretty unmatched.
C. what features of this website or company do you like? Not like?
D. What do you purchase most online? It’s hard to say. The variety offered
online leads to getting a bit of everything online, even clothing.
E. Do you prefer online shopping as opposed to going to a physical store?
Why? Sometimes it’s better to shop physically, like when you need a demo
or to try something out, but online is usually the most convenient venue.
6. What are your initial thoughts on rewards and loyalty programs?
“I’m a big fan, I sign up for them anytime I travel. Airlines,
etc.” “Sometimes it feels like there are too many, not all are very beneficial.””Sometimes they feel like a marketing ploy to get your info” “I try and
get more out of my money spent”
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D. What might deter you from joining a rewards program?
“When I don’t see a value to being a member. PetCo and Petsmart.
We never get anything special from them and we spend a lot on our dogs
there.”
Ocean Rewards is the members only online shopping experience where
everyday spending adds up to free cruises and more. Earn back up to 25%
in Ocean Points on all purchase and points never expire as long as you are
a member. Redeem Ocean Points on a reloadable card to upgrade your
onboard experience, or pay for all of your cruise on five of the Carnival
Corporation cruise lines. Here is the link to this rewards program (https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ ), please take a minute to scroll
through it.
7. Does a program like Ocean Rewards interest you? Why or why not?
“Yes”
B. What do you like about it?
I like the rate of return you
get on purchases. It wouldn’t be too hard for me to fund a decent chunk of
a cruise with these benefits (on a typical Carnival sailing).
C. What do you not like about it? The fee is a little high.
D. Do you think that the online marketplace is something you
would use? Absolutely. I see a lot of things on offer that I’m interested in
and sometimes do purchase, and it would help me do something I really
enjoy more often.

SANDRA
Hi Sandra! Do you mind if I ask you some of those cruise questions for my
class now? You can answer as you have time. I just need to collect them by
Sunday evening. Or if you just have time to sit and answer them all now it
will take roughly 10-15 mins. All you have to do is respond on here
Theres about 10ish Q’s.
Sandra
Sure... Shoot!
Meredith
What Carnival Cruise Lines have you sailed on?
(Carnival, Holland-American, Princess, Cunard, Seabourne, AIDA, Costa)
Sandra
Carnival. Do you need the specific Carnival ships. Not mentioned is Royal
Caribbean, I don’t know if that counts.
Meredith
nope, don’t need the ship, thanks for asking though! Why did you choose
Carnival over other cruise lines? Also, How did you go about getting information and booking your cruise, where to go and what type of packages
to get?
Sandra

destinations I had never been to before and I have repeated destinations
since they were nice places to visit and had great excursions. What do you
mean by packages? They have have onboard drink packages, either alcohol
or soda, but everyone in the room has to buy it. We have never done that.
They have have photo packages, and we use to buy a lot of pics, now we just
buy maybe 3 total.
Cruises | Carnival Cruise Deals: Caribbean, The Bahamas, Alaska, and
Mexico
Carnival cruise deals and cruise packages to the most popular destinations.
Find great deals and specials on Caribbean, The Bahamas, Alaska, and
Mexico cruises.
carnival.com
Meredith
yes that is exactly what I mean.
Describe the community you feel on a Carnival Cruise? Have you made
any friends cruising?
Sandra

Chose Carnival because of price. I book through carnival.com, I chose
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Yes, the 1st cruise I went on I had just divorced and this one guy ate with
me every night, managed to find me on the high ship constantly - granted
he was very nice. We kept in touch for a while until he asked me to go on
another cruise with him. That’s when I had to ghost him. This last cruise
we met a wonderful couple from Georgia. He is a lawyer, she is a chef. We
still keep in touch. Lastly, we made friends with one of the Senior Entertainment Staff from London. Super, Super nice. He went out of his way to
accommodate us. Even asked off when we scattered some of Lindsay’s husbands ashes off the back of the boat. We still keep in touch with him too.
Meredith
Oh I love that!!! Are you a part of any Carnival Corporation rewards/loyalty programs? (VIFP, Captains Club..etc.)
Sandra
We are part of the VIFP and every one but Brian is Gold status.
Meredith
What perks do you use from this? Favorite/least favorite?
What do you think could be better about the rewards process?
Sandra
We each get one free liter bottle of water, we get a pin that says VIFP, and
on the last day of the cruise we get a free drink. Whooppee!
Meredith
Did you know Carnival recently unveiled a multi-cruise line rewards program, Ocean Rewards?
Sandra
Can’t say I was aware of that. No.
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Meredith
Please take one minute to look through https://www.oceanrewards.com/
public/home/ and let me know what your first impressions are.
Looking at the site would you be interested in this program? Why or why
not?
Ocean Rewards | Home
By clicking “Continue,” you are authorizing Ocean Rewards to automatically continue your annual subscription term, at the rate of $79.00 per year,
applied to the payment method provided below, until you cancel
oceanrewards.com
Sandra
I honestly don’t think it would be something that I would benefit from
since I don’t necessarily cruise every year. For us it depends on what sales
on going on and what we might be celebrating.
Meredith
That is helpful. It may not be as clear but this program is designed so that
you earn money/points towards a carnival cruise using every day purchases online. So their thinking is that it would help you bank money towards
cruising more often through buying things you may already need. Was that
unclear from the site? That would be helpful to know
Meredith
or maybe it was but still didn’t seem like soemething for you and that is
fine!
Sandra
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I read it to mean purchases aboard the ship. I will read again but still not
sure 100%. I’m not saying definitely it is not for me, but it is something I
would have to look more into, if you understand.
Meredith
totally understand! This research is to help carnival develop the best way to
educate and inspire people to sign up and use the program. So that is very
helpful! That’s all my questions. Thank you so so much Sandra for your
time and participation! I hope you have a wonderful day
Sandra
You too Meredith. I hope my answers were helpful to you!
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Hi Mary! You commented on my post in the Carnival group that you
might be willing to answer some questions about cruising with Carnival
for my research for college. Are you still available to do so? I would just ask
you the questions and you would respond at your leisure through here. It is
for a project with my school to learn about cruisers opinions and their new
rewards program. Please respond with a simple yes or no.
Thanks so much!
Mary R Edwards accepted your request.
Mary R

Describe the community you feel on a Carnival Cruise? Have you made
any friends
Mary R

Yes
Meredith
Thanks so much! Your answers will be confidential and used for university
research. Please answer honestly
What Carnival Cruise Lines have you sailed on? ((Carnival, Holland-American, Princess, Cunard, Seabourne, AIDA, Costa)
Mary R
Carnival
Meredith
Why did you choose Carnival over other cruise lines and How did you go
about getting information and booking your cruise, where to go and what
type of packages to get?
Mary R
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At first it was price! We stay with them because they don’t require reservations for shows and it’s kind of a working mans cruise line! We like to dress
up but NOT on vacation we want to be around others our age and class if
you know what I mean? We don’t want a bunch of uptight old folks looking
down on us we r there to have fun and relax!
Meredith
That is wonderful to know haha! Why did you choose cruising over other
vacations?
Mary R
See a lot more places than just one with family! We went first time for 10yr
anv no kids! We where hooked I love water and beaches hubs just likes that
we get to turn off and relax! Next one is Alaska hope I don’t freeze
Meredith
That sounds like lots of fun! What is your favorite thing about cruising
with Carnival?
What is your least favorite?
Mary R
We love the sea! Bars and hanging out together! No rush to do anything!!
They don’t clean rooms 2 times a day! Menu does not change much but it is
good!
Meredith

We talk to the people at dinner but NO we stay to ourselves we both work a
ton so when we r on the boat we r reconnecting
Meredith
Are you a part of any Carnival Corporation rewards/loyalty programs?
(VIFP, Captains Club..etc.)
Mary R
Yes we r gold members
VIFP just because we have continued to cruse with them
Meredith
What perks do you use from this? Favorite/least favorite?
Mary R
There is not many! We get 2 lg bottled water on ship in our room
Free
Meredith
Did you know Carnival recently unveiled a multi-cruise line rewards program, Ocean Rewards?

Mary R
No I did not! do tell
Meredith
Please take one minute to look through https://www.oceanrewards.com/
public/home/ and let me know what your first impressions are. (I recommend watching the 1 min video on the homepage)
Ocean Rewards | Home
By clicking “Continue,” you are authorizing Ocean Rewards to automatically continue your annual subscription term, at the rate of $79.00 per year,
applied to the payment method provided below, until you cancel
oceanrewards.com
Meredith
Looking at the site would you be interested in this program?
Why or why not?
Mary R
Idk have to look at it it will be tomorrow
Meredith
no problem! I will follow up with you tomorrow, I only have 3 final questions once you have a time to look at it. I will remind you if I don’t hear
back
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tomorrow afternoon. Thanks for your time so far!
SUN 2:25 PM
Mary R

Hi Sharon! You commented on my post in the Carnival group that you
might be willing to answer some questions about cruising with Carnival
for my research for college. Are you still available to do so? I would just ask
you the questions and you would respond at your leisure through here. It is
for a project with my school to learn about cruisers opinions and their new
rewards program. Please respond with a simple yes or no.
Thanks so much!
Meredith

We already have a carnival credit card
Meredith
This difference between this program and the credit card is you can
use your points across 5 different cruise lines including Carnival, Holland-America, Cunard, Princess and Seabourne. In terms of your cruising
needs does that make a difference or do you still prefer the use of a credit
card? There is no right or wrong answer.
Mary R
Well stay with what we have we only cruse carnival

Sharon
Yes
Meredith
Thank you! Feel free to answer honestly, your answers will be confidential.
What Carnival Cruise Lines have you sailed on? ((Carnival, Holland-American, Princess, Cunard, Seabourne, AIDA, Costa)
Sharon
Only Carnival
Meredith

My first cruise was in 2004, my husband and I were invited to sail by our
neighbors who were doing a group cruise. Our neighbor used a travel
agent and she provided us with all of the information about cruising. Our
neighbors had previously sailed, so we followed their lead. We didn’t purchase any packages, but we did book an excursion at every port.
Meredith
At the time, Why did you choose cruising over other vacations?
Sharon
My husband and I always dreamed of cruising, but thought we could not
afford it. My neighbor explained to us that we did not have to pay for
everything at once (this was a total surprise) and we committed to joining
her group.
This is going to make you laugh and will certainly date me, but watching
the Love Boat as a child is really what made me want to cruise.
Meredith
omg I love that love boat is the reason. That actually was filmed on a Princess ship!

Perfect. Why did you choose Carnival over other cruise lines? And how
did you go about getting information and booking your cruise, where to go
and what type of packages to get?
Sharon
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What is your favorite thing about cruising with Carnival?
What is your least favorite?
Sharon
Prior to November 2017, we only sailed Carnival. At my husbands suggestion, we sailed on the Oasis of the Seas (Royal Caribbean). Comparing the
2 lines, Carnival is hands down our favorite. The friendliness of the crew,
the few perks (we are finally Platinum) and the guest. IMO, Carnival’s
guest are more friendly.
Sharon
My least favorite thing would have to be that the staff doesn’t always enforce Carnival’s rules and policies.
Meredith
Could you briefly describe the community you feel on a Carnival Cruise?
Have you made any friends
Sharon
It’s truly amazing. It’s the one place where I feel that race and ethnic background do not matter. Once you set foot on a ship, everyone is welcoming
and friendly to each other (my experience), because we are all relaxed and
want to enjoy our vacation. I have made friends that I keep in contact with
via social media from around the US.
Meredith
That’s so wonderful to hear! Are you a part of any Carnival Corporation
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rewards/loyalty programs? (VIFP, Captains Club..etc.)
Meredith
If you need more time just let me know and we can finish tomorrow. I only
have about 3 questions left
Sharon
My apologies, I had to run an errand. I am a VIFP. I’ve never heard of the
Captain’s Club.
Meredith
no worries! Only about 3 questions left. What perks do you use from this?
Favorite/least favorite?
Sharon
My favorite would ave to be the priority embarkation and debarkation
along with the platinum/diamond party (FREE DRINKS). My least favorite would probably be the chocolate delight. I am appreciative; however, I
would like the “perk” of having a choice of items.
Meredith
Did you know Carnival recently unveiled a multi-cruise line rewards program, Ocean Rewards?
Sharon
I sure didn’t! Do you have more information?
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look through https://www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ (I recommend
just watching the video if you click “watch video” on the homepage) and let
me know what your first impressions are. Looking at the site would you be
interested in this program?
Why or why not?
Ocean Rewards | Home
By clicking “Continue,” you are authorizing Ocean Rewards to automatically continue your annual subscription term, at the rate of $79.00 per year,
applied to the payment method provided below, until you cancel
oceanrewards.com
Sharon

Meredith
Thanks so much! I really appreciate your help. Your responses were great
for my research
have a wonderful rest of your weekend!

It doesn’t look like something I would be interested in. I’m not a fan of
rewards program as a whole.
Meredith
for you, is it because you don’t think you would use the points, or that you
don’t think you would want to pay for a rewards program? Or otherwise?
There are no wrong answers! This is the last question, promise.
SAT 10:35 PM
Sharon
As a VIFP, I know that I have already paid for the perks/rewards, but I
don’t want to pay a yearly fee AND have to spend money to earn points.
Your questions are fine, if you think of any others, please feel free to reach
out.
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Hi Chris! You commented on my post in the Carnival group that you
might be willing to answer some questions about cruising with Carnival
for my research for college. Are you still available to do so? I would just ask
you the questions and you would respond at your leisure through here. It is
for a project with my school to learn about cruisers opinions and their new
rewards program. Please respond with a simple yes or no.
Thanks so much!
Chris
What new rewards program?
Meredith
my project is learning about peoples perceptions of cruising so we can help
carnival better promote their new program, Ocean Rewards. (you can find
it at oceanrewards.com)
https://www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/
Chris
Ok ask away
Meredith
Thanks! What Carnival Cruise Lines have you sailed on? ((Carnival, Holland-American, Princess, Cunard, Seabourne, AIDA, Costa)
Chris
Carnival and princess
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Meredith
Why did you choose Carnival over other cruise lines and How did you go
about getting information and booking your cruise, where to go and what
type of packages to get?
Chris
We chose Carnival because it was the most fun!I’m on many cruising
group pages. I do my own research decide on dates and ship then use a p v
p from Carnival to book. We dont get any packages
Meredith
Why do you choose cruising over other vacations? (when you do)
Chris
It’s a 1 stop shop. Unpack only once visit different countries all in same
trip!
Meredith
What is your favorite thing about cruising with Carnival? What is your
least favorite?
SAT 9:18 PM
Chris
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Chris
Its just all fun from activities to shows to food in dining room! Least favorite would be how Carnival is slowly taking things away.
Meredith
Describe the community you feel on a Carnival Cruise?
Have you made any friends
Chris
Now that we are higher up on VIFP , I feel they acknowledge us a lot more
than before. Its our home away from home!We have made many new
friends while cruising!
Meredith
That’s wonderful! What perks do you use from VIFP? Favorite/least favorite?
Chris
priority boarding,free laundry and guest services line. Least favorite....
Only a one time upgrade on rooms
Meredith
Did you know Carnival recently unveiled a multi-cruise line rewards program, Ocean Rewards?
Chris
no, not until you said so
I need to look into it, Who announced it?
Meredith

Carnival just unveiled it. Please take one minute to look through https://
www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ and let me know what your first
impressions are. (best thing to do it just watch the one minute video to get
a sense for it)
Ocean Rewards | Home
By clicking “Continue,” you are authorizing Ocean Rewards to automatically continue your annual subscription term, at the rate of $79.00 per year,
applied to the payment method provided below, until you cancel
oceanrewards.com
Chris
Well, I wasnt impressed that there is a fee for it.Plus my carnival card gives
me just about the same thing as this. When do you think Carnival will start
advertising?
Meredith
they are looking to began in the next calendar year I believe. The major
difference between this and the card is that you can use your points across
5 different cruise lines. And each point equals $1 to spend.
Do you think you would be interested in trying a program like this if the
fee was waived? or not for you and why?
Chris
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Hi Angel! You commented on my post in the Carnival group that you
might be willing to answer some questions about cruising with Carnival
for my research for college. Are you still available to do so? I would just ask
you the questions and you would respond at your leisure through here. It is
for a project with my school to learn about cruisers opinions and their new
rewards program. Please respond with a simple yes or no.
Thanks so much!
Angel

Meredith

Yes I am still interested
Meredith
Thank you so much! I will ask 15-20 questions. You can answer honestly,
your answers will be confidential and your honest opinion is much appreciated!
What Carnival Cruise Lines have you sailed on? ((Carnival, Holland-American, Princess, Cunard, Seabourne, AIDA, Costa)
Angel
Carnival American
Meredith
Perfect, Why did you choose Carnival over other cruise lines and how did
you go about getting information and booking your cruise, where to go
and what type of packages to get?
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ie. Online research, talking with friends, or other ways
Angel
I started using Carnival through my family...we use Carnival for our family
cruises and we book them through AAA....i also went on a cruise with
Carnival called SHIP HOP CRUISE featuring a lot of artists from the 90’s
Meredith
Oh that sounds like so much fun! I love that. Why did you choose cruising
over other vacations?
Angel
I do both I just came home from spending 10 days in Orlando instead of
cruising
Meredith
sounds like so much fun! I just finished a year living in Orlando, its so
much fun. What is your favorite thing about cruising with Carnival? What
is your least favorite?
Angel
Cruising is so relaxing and the food is plus...my least favorite would be
paying the same price for kids and they can’t use the pools...maybe they
should start selling swim diapers...we bought some but couldn’t use them

Describe the community you feel on a Carnival Cruise? Have you made
any friends
Angel
Yes I have and some i still talk too
Meredith
Thats so great! Are you a part of any Carnival Corporation rewards/loyalty
programs? (VIFP, Captains Club..etc.)
Angel
VIFP
Meredith
What perks do you use from this? Favorite/least favorite and What do you
think could be better about the rewards process?
Angel
I like the discounted deposits and the gifts you receive in your rooms..i
don’t really have any complaints
Meredith
That’s good to hear. Please take one minute to look through https://www.
oceanrewards.com/public/home/ and let me know what your first impressions are.

Looking at the site would you be interested in this program?
Why or why not?
Ocean Rewards | Home
By clicking “Continue,” you are authorizing Ocean Rewards to automatically continue your annual subscription term, at the rate of $79.00 per year,
applied to the payment method provided below, until you cancel
oceanrewards.com
please answer honestly
Angel
I may be interested in this I would have to think about it
Meredith
What most excites you about a program like this if anything?
Angel
I cruise a couple times a year so I could use a discount
Meredith
What factors would influence your willingness to try a program like this?
(ie. free trial period, items for sale to earn points, etc.)
Angel
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A free trial period would help
Meredith

Hi Susan! Do you mind if I ask you some of those cruise questions for my
class now? You can answer as you have time. I just need to collect them by
Sunday evening. Or if you just have time to sit and answer them all now it
will take roughly 10-15 mins. All you have to do is respond on here
Theres about 10ish Q’s.

wonderful. Thank you SO much for your time. This means so much to me.
I hope you have a wonderful weekend and thank you for helping with my
research!
Angel
You’re welcome and good luck in your career
Meredith
thanks so much!

Susan
Sure!
Meredith
Thank you so much!
I’ll start one at a time
First, What Carnival Cruise Lines have you sailed on?
This includes Holland-America, Princess etc.
Susan
Just Carnival.
Meredith
perfect.
Why did you choose Carnival over other cruise lines?
Susan
Availability and price. (They are one of two cruise lines that sail out of Galveston. Port nearest to me).
Meredith
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Wonderful, and How did you go about getting information and booking
your cruise, where to go and what type of packages to get?
ie. looking around online, asking friends etc
Susan
My first cruise (years ago) was booked through mother’s travel agent. Then
I started searching the carnival site for cruises I wanted to do and booked
though there. Here lately I am part of a big group on Facebook and we have
a travel agent that books for us. We do a couple of big cruises each year.
(Leaving next Sunday for a Halloween cruise with them!).
Meredith
Oh that sounds terrific! That leads to my next question, Why did you
choose cruising over other vacations?
Susan
I like the fact that I don’t have to cook or clean. (Or drive or fly). I like the
ability to see different countries (on a budget). I can plan ahead. Book the
cruise then pay it out.. I can vacation with friends and meet new friends
that enjoy cruising too!
Some call it addiction. I call it vacation. LOL.
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Hahaha an addiction. You sound like you really LOVE cruising. That’s
wonderful. What is your favorite thing about cruising with Carnival? What
is your least favorite?
Susan
Carnival is affordable and fun. One thing that I wish was different is the
drink package. You have to buy the drink package separately, which is ok.
But if ONE person in the cabin buys the package - everyone in the cabin
over 21 has to buy it. For 2 people on a 7 day cruise that’s almost $800 for
drinks. ( we don’t drink that much. LOL).
Susan
If you don’t buy the package. The drinks are pretty expensive. $10 - $15
each.
Meredith
oh wow! I had no idea it was that expensive, wow. Can you describe the
community you feel on a Carnival Cruise? Have you made any friends?
Susan
It’s a very friendly/fun/party atmosphere. I have made lasting friendships
on each cruise that I have been on.
Meredith
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Wonderful! Are you a part of any Carnival Corporation rewards/loyalty
programs? (VIFP, Captains Club..etc.)
Susan
Yes. The VIFP program.
Meredith
What tier member are you and what perks do you use from this? Favorite/
least favorite?
Susan
I’m at Gold level. We get a free water and a drink coupon. Use the water
every time. Usually forget to use the drink coupon because there are
limitations on when/where you can use it.
Not many perks for gold level. That would be my least favorite thing about
it.
Meredith
Did you know Carnival recently unveiled a multi-cruise line rewards program, Ocean Rewards?
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Susan
No.
Meredith

If you were a member, do you think you would rather use points earned to
get money off a cruise, upgrade a room, buy a shore excursion or onboard
spending?

Please take one minute to look through https://www.oceanrewards.com/
public/home/ and let me know what your first impressions are.

Susan
Get money off a cruise. Second option would be onboard spending.
Meredith

Ocean Rewards | Home
By clicking “Continue,” you are authorizing Ocean Rewards to automatically continue your annual subscription term, at the rate of $79.00 per year,
applied to the payment method provided below, until you cancel
oceanrewards.com
Susan
First impression. I wouldn’t pay $79 for a membership for anything. LOL.
I’m cheap. And I would probably pay the membership then forget to use it.
Meredith
Good to know. What most excites you about a program like this if anything?
Susan
IF I were to join and use it. - I would be most excited about the perks/rewards.
Meredith

Perfect. Last question, if the annual fee was waived, would you use a program like this that allows you to buy items through an online shop and
earn points to spend across 5 of the Carnival Cruise Lines? Why or why
not? (please answer honestly if you would not or would)
Susan
My problem is - I usually forget about these type of things. I have “perks at
work” that is similar to this and I forget to use it all the time.
Meredith
that is very helpful. Thank you SO much for your time Susan! This will help
me very much with my project Have a great weekend and please let me
know if there is ever a way I can return the favor
Susan
You are welcome! Have a great weekend.
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Male, 57
1. What Carnival Cruise Lines have you sailed on? Carnival
a.
Are they any you haven’t that if you could you would sail with?
Maybe one of the higher-dollar lines, Royal Caribbean or another Carnival
one.
i.
What prevented you from sailing on that line? Price
b.
Why did you choose Carnival over other cruise lines? “It’s viewed
as being the ‘cheaper’ line, but I don’t have any complaints with the quality
I’m given.”
c.
How did you go about getting information and booking your
cruise, where to go and what type of packages to get? Talked to my travel
agent. We book through the same person every cruise we take.
d.
Why did you choose cruising over other vacations? I love the
idea of being mobile on a trip, and seeing several different places in one
sitting.
e.
How many times have you cruised? 3 times, all on Carnival.
2. What is your favorite thing about cruising with Carnival? The bang
for my buck, there are so many things you can do on a Carnival ship just
paying the most base price point.
.
What is your least favorite? The food could be a little bit better on
some ships.
3. Describe the community you feel on a Carnival Cruise? We started
cruising with friends, but it’s easy to meet new people on the ships as well.
.
Have you made any friends
4. Are you a part of any Carnival Corporation rewards/loyalty programs?
(VIFP, Captains Club..etc.) VIFP Red
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.
What tier member are you?
a.
What perks do you use from this? Favorite/least favorite?
b.
What do you think could be better about the rewards process?
5. Did you know Carnival recently unveiled a multi-cruise line rewards
program, Ocean Rewards? No but it sounds interesting already.
.
What do you know about it? Thoughts?
a.
Please take one minute to look through https://www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ and let me know what your first impressions are.
b.
Looking at the site would you be interested in this program?
Maybe…
.
Why or why not? The price is a bit high but I do see potential to
make up for it. We’d like to cruise more often than we currently do and this
could help cover the difference, but it just depends on potential purchases.
c.
What most excites you about a program like this if anything?
6. Which of these cruise lines would you be most excited to use your
points? Probably Carnival, as it would take care of a larger portion of the
price than it could on other lines.
.
Why? What excursions have you always want to go on?
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Female, 52
1. What Carnival Cruise Lines have you sailed on? Just Carnival!
a.
Are they any you haven’t that if you could you would sail with? I
really want to try Princess at some point in the future. So much history.
i.
What prevented you from sailing on that line? Cruise schedule
and my vacation availability sadly.
b.
Why did you choose Carnival over other cruise lines? Friends
from my rescue group were going on a Carnival cruise so I thought, why
not? They’re fun to be around so they must know what they’re doing.
c.
How did you go about getting information and booking your
cruise, where to go and what type of packages to get? Through a friend’s
travel agent friend! Pretty painless process for all of us, and it ended up
costing less than I expected it would.
d.
Why did you choose cruising over other vacations? In all honesty, it was because of the group of people that invited me to cruise with
them.
e.
How many times have you cruised? Just once.
2. What is your favorite thing about cruising with Carnival? I loved all
the shows on board! But the destinations were fun too.
.
What is your least favorite? Nothing really jumped out to me as
being “bad” but one of the meals I had wasn’t very good.
3. Describe the community you feel on a Carnival Cruise? Very open and
social, we moved in a herd but definitely forged bonds with plenty of other
cruisers! It seemed like there were plenty of people around our groups’ ages
on the cruise too.
.
Have you made any friends

4. Are you a part of any Carnival Corporation rewards/loyalty programs?
(VIFP, Captains Club..etc.) VIFP
.
What tier member are you? That is a great question…whatever
tier you earn after your first cruise.
a.
What perks do you use from this? Favorite/least favorite? Haven’t
used any yet
b.
What do you think could be better about the rewards process?
I don’t know too much about the program I’m already a part of, but I’ve
heard that the benefits offered are nothing too special.
5. Did you know Carnival recently unveiled a multi-cruise line rewards
program, Ocean Rewards? No but now I do!
.
What do you know about it? Thoughts? Nothing yet but I’m assuming you’re about to tell me.
a.
Please take one minute to look through https://www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ and let me know what your first impressions are.
b.
Looking at the site would you be interested in this program? I
think so. It looks like a pretty useful program based off the types of things
I’d buy.
.
Why or why not? I’ll probably set up the free trial soon. It
couldn’t hurt, right?
c.
What most excites you about a program like this if anything? The
possibility of enriching a cruise that would already be fun in the first place.
6. Which of these cruise lines would you be most excited to use your
points? This could make trying out Princess an easier task for me.
.
Why? What excursions have you always want to go on?
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Female, 55
1. What Carnival Cruise Lines have you sailed on? Carnival
a.
Are they any you haven’t that if you could you would sail with? I
don’t think so, Carnival was good enough for me.
i.
What prevented you from sailing on that line?
b.
Why did you choose Carnival over other cruise lines? The lower
cost (compared to other cruise lines and for what we wanted to do) and the
friends we had going on it.
c.
How did you go about getting information and booking your
cruise, where to go and what type of packages to get? Worked with a great
travel agent that one of our friends knew.
d.
Why did you choose cruising over other vacations? Our group of
friends all wanted to try out cruising, and thankfully we knew a couple that
had already been on a few. They recommended Carnival to us.
e.
How many times have you cruised? Just the one time.
2. What is your favorite thing about cruising with Carnival? The destinations we went to were so beautiful! I felt like we really got the most for
what we spent on the trip.
.
What is your least favorite? Some people told us that it was a
“party” cruise line, and while there were a lot of young people on the ship,
it never felt like too big of a problem.
3. Describe the community you feel on a Carnival Cruise? Very fun
people go on Carnival it seems like, and we easily made some new friends
along with having a great time with our existing ones.
.
Have you made any friends
4. Are you a part of any Carnival Corporation rewards/loyalty programs?
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(VIFP, Captains Club..etc.) Yes, VIFP
.
What tier member are you? Red
a.
What perks do you use from this? Favorite/least favorite? No
favorites yet since we haven’t been able to go on another cruise since.
b.
What do you think could be better about the rewards process?
Don’t know.
5. Did you know Carnival recently unveiled a multi-cruise line rewards
program, Ocean Rewards? Nope
.
What do you know about it? Thoughts?
a.
Please take one minute to look through https://www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ and let me know what your first impressions are.
b.
Looking at the site would you be interested in this program? Yes!
.
Why or why not? The options you can exchange your points for
seem like great rewards based off of the things that we would buy off the
website. A lot of things that could be used as gifts.
c.
What most excites you about a program like this if anything?
6. Which of these cruise lines would you be most excited to use your
points? Just Carnival.
.
Why? What excursions have you always want to go on?
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1.
1.
b.
1.

What Carnival Cruise Lines have you sailed on?
“Just Carnival itself ”
Are they any you haven’t that if you could you would sail with?
“I don’t know, because I didn’t realize they had other lines”
ii.
What prevented you from sailing on that
line?
1. “Carnival offers ports of call that we want to see, more of priorities of
where we want to go”
c.
Why did you choose Carnival over other cruise lines?
1. “People from our rescue groups (member of Boxer rescue group), other reason is that I heard from other people on other lines that Norwegian
and RC are ‘old people ships’.”
d.
How did you go about getting information and booking your
cruise, where to go and what type of packages to get?
1. “Travel agent”
e.
Why did you choose cruising over other vacations?
1. “The people we went with. I always thought ‘no way I’m getting on
there and being stuck on a boat’ but now, it’s become my favorite mode of
vacation because you only unpack once and spend time in various places.”
f.
How many times have you cruised?
1. “4”
2. What is your favorite thing about cruising with Carnival?
1. “Ports of call out of Galveston, the value, the activities.”
a.
What is your least favorite?
1. “Because it is a lot of value, lot of families and all”
3. Describe the community you feel on a Carnival Cruise?

. Describe the community you feel on a Carnival Cruise?
a.
Have you made any friends
1. “Yes. I’m cruising with a friend I met on a cruise back in May soon.”
4. Are you a part of any Carnival Corporation rewards/loyalty programs?
(VIFP, Captains Club..etc.)
1. “VIFP Red almost Gold”
b.
What perks do you use from this? Favorite/least favorite?
1. “Level upgrades, always nice to get it a little nicer” “
c.
What do you think could be better about the rewards process?
1. “Not sure. I know you used to get leveled up based on your booked
trips instead of sea days. If you have a certain VIFP status, you should be
able to bring more of your own booze on the cruise”
5. Did you know Carnival recently unveiled a multi-cruise line rewards
program, Ocean Rewards?
a.
Please take one minute to look through https://www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ and let me know what your first impressions are.
b.
Looking at the site would you be interested in this program?
1. “yes definitely.”
c.
What most excites you about a program like this if anything?
1. “The fact that it helps speed up the process of cruising. Any of the
online shopping programs that introduces you to new products but makes
them more enticing is interesting.” “
6. Which of these cruise lines would you be most excited to use your
points?
1. “It’d cut the cost on Carnival, but it would also be really interesting to
try out Princess or Holland America with these benefits.” “
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1. What Carnival Cruise Lines have you sailed on?
“just Carnival”
b.
Are they any you haven’t that if you could you would sail with?
1. “probably Princess, because they go to the Northwest and I’d like to go
to Alaska”
ii.
What prevented you from sailing on that
line?
1. “I don’t like the cold”
c.
Why did you choose Carnival over other cruise lines?
1. “Always something to do. And that they sail out of Texas. Value for the
tourist dollars we spend on the line”
d.
How did you go about getting information and booking your
cruise, where to go and what type of packages to get?
1. “Look at website to see what’s offered and then work with an agent.”
e.
Why did you choose cruising over other vacations?
1. “You can do a lot with it. Even having been to Hawaii and other places,
I felt that the money spent went farther.”
f.
How many times have you cruised?
1. “3” about to go on another
2. What is your favorite thing about cruising with Carnival?
1. “The level of service, whether you’re on a higher or lower level deck, is
top notch.”
a.
What is your least favorite?
1. “Attracts a different scale of adventurer”
3. Describe the community you feel on a Carnival Cruise?
1. “It’s a very open and friendly community.”
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a.
Have you made any friends
1.“Definitely! Love all my cruise buddies.”
4. Are you a part of any Carnival Corporation rewards/loyalty programs?
(VIFP, Captains Club..etc.)
1. “VIFP Gold”
c.
What do you think could be better about the rewards process?
1. “Maybe it could add to the fun stuff like excursions”
5. Did you know Carnival recently unveiled a multi-cruise line rewards
program, Ocean Rewards?
a.
Please take one minute to look through https://www.oceanrewards.com/public/home/ and let me know what your first impressions are.
b.
Looking at the site would you be interested in this program?
1. “yes that sounds great!”
c.
What most excites you about a program like this if anything?
1. “This is impressive. This could be a real page turner for them (carnival)”
6. Which of these cruise lines would you be most excited to use your
points?
1. “Holland America, it’s a different, more classic style of cruise ship.”

